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ABSTRACT OF THESIS

STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION OF SPACE TRANSIT VEHICLE CONCEPT,
HERCULES:
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF STRUCTURAL OPTIONS
Hercules is a vehicle concept developed by NASA Langley's Vehicle Analysis Branch to
satisfy the need for sustainable transit between Earth, the moon, and Mars. Hercules features
unprecedented abort capabilities and mission flexibility to aid in NASA's Mars campaign. By
utilizing modern software to perform structural analysis and optimization for a large selection of
stiffened panel concepts, beam concepts, and materials trends in the structural optimization
emerge. These trends will be invaluable for the design of future spacecraft needed to fulfill
similar roles.
The structural optimization involves accounting for several operational requirements. These
include docking with NASA's future lunar gateway station, Earth ascent onboard a heavy lift
delivery system to break orbit, the skin pressure distribution to mimic Mars atmospheric entry,
landing on Mars' surface, and leaving Mars' surface under its own thrust. Additional analysis was
performed to satisfy operational requirements for crew abort on Mars, as well as a unique payload
positioning feature for the Martian surface. Where relevant, these structural design requirements
were analyzed with various levels of fuel mass and payload types (manned and unmanned). This
research was made possible by assistance from NASA Langley's Vehicle Analysis Branch.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Preface
Throughout the history of spaceflight, mankind has depended on reliable and

robust vehicle design to push the limits of mission capabilities. Based on current trends,
mankind will need to employ an exceptionally robust vehicle to journey to Mars.
Such a vehicle would need to be relatively inexpensive to employ, making
reusability mandatory for such a long-term goal. The ability to repurpose sections of the
vehicle to expand existing footholds, or to establish fledgling bases in new territory
would also be an attractive operational condition. Due to the requirement of reusability,
such a vehicle must be able to refuel, exchange cargo, and transfer crew at several
logistical nodes throughout the near reaches of the solar system.
Additional requirements would be destination specific. Unlike Earth’s moon,
Mars features a thin atmosphere. During atmospheric entry, an extreme amount of heat is
generated. Any vehicle destined to survive this phenomenon would require a robust
thermal protection system to preserve her crew and cargo throughout entry.
One vehicle concept developed to fill this emerging niche is Hercules. This
concept has been pioneered at the NASA Langley Research Center to satisfy the
logistical requirements for expanding a base on the moon, and for founding a base on
Mars. Hercules sports an unprecedented amount of mission versatility, as well as an
unseen amount of dedication for the preservation for the lives of her crew. Hercules is
designed around being reusable in order to eliminate the cost of employing several
disposable vehicles for the same number of missions. This reduction in upfront vehicle
cost will allow additional funding to be spent both on the mission specific payloads, as

well as investing in the establishment of several logistical nodes, such as a space station
in lunar orbit, named Gateway and a future space station in orbit of Mars.

1.2
1.2.1

Literature Review
Prior Attempts:
As technology progresses, time becomes an increasingly valuable resource for the

structural design of spacecraft. Following the success of the Apollo program, NASA
attempted to accelerate the design process by developing new tools in the form of FEA
software that would eventually become NASTRAN. NASTRAN was later evaluated for
its potential to contribute to the design cycle of the newly proposed shuttle program as
early as 1973 (Bernstein, Mason and Zalesak). The software was determined to be a
valuable tool within the role of preliminary structural analysis. However, concerns were
raised about the availability of computer systems capable of performing difficult
analyses, with the recommendation that extensive user experience be established prior to
actual run submissions. With adequate time being included in the analysis cycle to
eliminate difficulties encountered during the first few times a new problem is run.
While computer technology progressed, new opportunities became available to
further accelerate the design and analysis process. The desire for faster structural design
tools can best be encapsulated by (Hrinda, Structural Optimization of Conceptual
Aerospace Vehicles). Being able to rapidly develop validated structural estimates has
become increasingly important for mission planning. Traditional methods for structural
analysis using finite-element models (FEM) can be a source of delay for concept
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development. To facilitate modern timetables, new tools must be developed to rapidly
size and validate structures.
One hurdle that has historically arose with the advent of a suite of available
structural analysis software over the past several decades has been the ease of
transference of data between the different software. This problem was addressed as early
as 2004 for the development of a probe intended to be sent to Titan (Dyke and Hrinda).
Probe mass estimation entailed the use of separate platforms which do not easily share
useful information. A practical application of an aeroshell sizing system tool would need
to be capable of integrating mission and payload requirements, historical databases,
geometry engines, and be user-friendly while providing accurate mass estimates in a
short amount of time. This led to the development of a structural analysis tool framework
incorporating NASTRAN, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, and Hypersizer. This
framework was later used to rapidly design and investigate several candidate structural
systems and materials for a prototype ORION capsule composed of composite materials.
This study condenses the preliminary design cycle further by utilizing the parallel
sizing tool to size a large structure across multiple cores. This feature was added to
Hypersizer in 2018 to allow multiple engineers to work on sections of a large FEM in
parallel and reincorporate their independent results and analyses back into the original
model. By using this feature to size sections of a large FEM across multiple cores, the
sizing process can be accelerated. Alternatively, if time is not a deciding factor the
number of potential candidates can be expanded upon by several orders of magnitude.
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1.2.2

Similar Methods
Systems level structural analysis is not a new concept for the development of

spacecraft. However, the tools used to perform this analysis continue to evolve in the
pursuit for the most mass-efficient structure possible. Similar structural analyses to this
study were performed during NASA's constellation program for the design of Crew
Launch Vehicle, later named Ares I, with Hyersizer during the preliminary design phase
(Collier, Yarrington and Pickenheim).
A similar process was also used in the conceptual design phase for a proposed
single-stage-to-orbit reusable launch vehicle intended to potentially succeed the space
shuttle program. Although the design never became reality, the incorporation of
Hypersizer into the analysis process enabled a large volume of candidate structural
systems to be analyzed and optimized far more rapidly than using traditional FEA tools.
(Hrinda, Automating Structural Analysis of Spacecraft Vehicles).

1.3

Objective of this Study
Hercules encompasses the best design considerations NASA has to offer. However,

in order to fulfill the niche prescribed in 1.1. Preface, several competing design
candidates must be evaluated. Within the realm of space exploration reduction of mass is
not trivial. Lower structural mass for a spacecraft requires less fuel to escape Earth’s
gravity well, which directly translates to potential reduction in operational cost. The best
design candidate should be able to satisfy all the operational requirements with the
absolute minimum structural mass possible.
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This study serves the purpose of creating several finite element models to encompass
the conditions encountered during routine and emergency operation of Hercules. These
models will then be optimized for mass reduction for several structural design options
featuring several materials, stiffened panel concepts, and beam concepts. The mass
properties of the design candidates are then compared to reveal inherent trends within the
model that can then be used to identify the best candidates for use in the production of
Hercules.
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CHAPTER 2. THE DESIGN OF HERCULES
2.1

Premise of Hercules
Hercules’ design is based on the assumption that a base has already been

established, or is in the process of being established on Mars. The operation of Hercules
requires the orbital infrastructure that comes with establishing a foothold on Earth’s
moon as well as Mars. The design of the Hercules Single-Stage Reusable Vehicle
(HSRV) revolves around maximizing crew safety by being able to abort during ascent
and descent; either by aborting to planetary orbit (ATO) or to the planet’s surface (ATS).
Hercules also sets the precedent in operational flexibility as well as crew safety.
The modular and reconfigurable architecture of Hercules allows the support of crew and
cargo planetary and interplanetary transport.
2.1.1

Tank Design Requisites
HSRV is designed to utilize two propellants to satisfy propulsion, pressurization,

and power requirements. Both liquid oxygen and liquid methane are kept within three
separate storage tank systems. These include the abort/terminal landing system (ATLS)
within the nose section of the vehicle, and the ascent and descent tank systems within the
aft section of Hercules. These tank systems supply two different propulsion systems; the
ATLS and RCS thrusters within the nose section, and the ADS thrusters located at the
base of Hercules.
The ATLS thrusters of the nose section are comprised of four sets of two engines,
oriented 30° outboard from the vertical axis. These thrusters are designed to be used for
the terminal landing of the vehicle in order to mitigate the risk of damaging surface
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infrastructure from debris set in motion by the rocket plumes. By utilizing the ATLS
system during the terminal landing, the descent engines positioned on the aft end of the
vehicle will not need to be subjected to excessive throttling.
The ATLS thrusters also aide in another unique feature of Hercules. The nose
section has the ability to separate from the fuselage of the rest of the vehicle to offer
precise positioning of the payload section on the surface, can be repurposed for crew
recovery operations, and to serve as an exploratory vehicle capable of reaching elevated
positions inaccessible to terrestrial exploratory vehicles. While the ATLS thrusters are
capable of aiding in each of these endeavors, they serve as an abort system capable of
separating the nose section of the vehicle in the event of catastrophic vehicle failure
during either ascent or entry.
2.1.2

Abort to Mars Surface Details
When an abort sequence is initiated, the crew capsule separates with the nose

section from the failed vehicle through the use of the ATLS engines. The ATLS engines
are primarily designed for Mars ascent abort scenarios, and each of the eight thrusters are
capable of providing roughly 60 kilo-Newtons (KN) of thrust to separate the nose section
and crew capsule.
The crew capsule for the HSRV serves as the primary habitation area for the crew
during Mars ascent and EDL. The capsule is 3.5 meters in diameter and provides 8.4 m3
of pressurized volume to facilitate a crew of four people for three days of flight in
between Mars surface and the orbiting LMO resupply node.
As outlined in (Komar, Tartabini and Clark), key systems within the capsule that
are required for normal operation include:
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•

An integral pressure vessel structure comprised entirely of composite
materials featuring two hatches. One hatch is intended for ingress/egress
through the payload section, while the remaining hatch is intended for
ingress/egress through the nose section tunnel and port used to dock with
the LMO resupply station.

•

A nose cap with ablative TPS covering the port mentioned previously.
This cap is designed to be jettisoned only in support of Mars ATS.

•

Recumbent seats for crew, as well as all crew provisions.

•

Open-loop life support systems

•

Avionics and cabling for command, and data handling, communications
equipment, and flight controls for guidance and navigation.

Additional subsystems will be required to support abort and recovery. These
systems will include:
•

Emergency heat rejection systems

•

Extra-vehicular activity (EVA) systems

•

Emergency lithium-ion batteries and their accompanying battery
protection systems (BPS)

•

Capsule EDL systems required to facilitate ATS scenarios.

These systems include a hypersonic inflatable aerodynamic decelerator (HIAD),
solid propellant retrorockets, an array of supersonic parachutes, and crushable energy
absorbers.
The HIAD will be ten meters in diameter and will include both flexible TPS and
an inflation system. (Reza, Hund and Kustas) The HIAD will be fitted around the
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perimeter of the capsule’s back-shell surface. After the HIAD is inflated, the capsule will
decelerate to supersonic flight conditions to allow for the deployment of the supersonic
parachute. By utilizing the HIAD, the weight allocated for the entry heat shield of the
capsule is greatly reduced.
The design of the supersonic parachute will be consistent with those utilized by
the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL); i.e., a disk-band-gap design twenty meters in
diameter. Necessary components include suspension lines, the canopy, and deployment
mortar. When not in use, these components are fitted on the on the exterior of the
capsule’s conical back-shell. Once deployed, the supersonic parachute will further
decelerate the capsule from supersonic speeds to a value near the terminal velocity on
Mars, ~140 m/s. (Braun and Manning) The HIAD is then jettisoned from the capsule.
The retrorocket array is comprised of sixteen STAR 8 solid rockets, as produced
by Orbital ATK (Orbital ATK). Historically, these retrorockets have been used by the
Mars Exploratory Rover (MER) program as a rocket assisted deceleration system. These
motors will be fitted on the conical backshell of the capsule and will fire through the
rigid heatshield. Each of the STAR 8 solid rockets are capable of providing up to 1,740
pound-force thrust to further decelerate the capsule from Mars terminal velocity to
roughly 2.5 m/s.
The remaining velocity of the aborted capsule is dispelled by a crushable energy
absorber. The remaining landing energy is absorbed by a Kevlar honeycomb structure
deployed from the nose of the capsule. (Kellas and Jackson) This deformable structure is
capable of folding to be efficiently stored within the rigid nose cap of the capsule and is
jettisoned immediately prior to the capsule reaching the ground.
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2.2

Components of Hercules
Hercules is divided into four distinct sections: the nose section, the payload bay,

the ascent section, and the descent section. Each section is modeled with a combination
of shell elements and beam elements, totaling roughly 214 individual model components.
For the sake of the reader, each individual component will not be expanded upon within
this document. Instead, the focus will shift to how each main section is defined, and the
dimensions of critical structural components within.

Figure 2-1 Hercules FEM, isometric view with open payload bay
2.2.1

Nose Section
The nose section refers to the topmost portion of Hercules. It features a removable

docking cap at its apex. This allows Hercules to dock with a space station in orbit for
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crew transfer or propellent resupply. Cargo transfer will occur using the main payload
bay doors. Internally, the nose section features an internally pressurized crew tunnel to
allow crew to enter the vehicle through the docking port, and to easily access the crew
capsule. This tunnel terminates at the capsule adapter, which comprises the “floor” of the
nose section. The crew tunnel is further reinforced by three rings, equidistant from each
other along its length. Suspended from the capsule adapter are four short beams,
providing attachment points for cargo or a crew capsule. At the end of each of these short
beams is a single point mass representing an equal portion of the capsule mass (where
applicable). Resting on top of the capsule adapter are four spherical propellant tanks.
These tanks are used for the ATLS and RCS thrusters. Two of these tanks are devoted to
CH3, while the other pair of spherical tanks are devoted to LOX. These four spherical
tanks are further braced by a system of beams to divert load to rings placed to reinforce
the exterior surface skins, the capsule adapter, the crew tunnel, the ATLS thrusters, and
the RCS thrusters.

Figure 2-2 Nose section, exterior isometric view
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Figure 2-3 Nose section, exterior underside isometric view

Figure 2-4 Nose section, interior isometric view
2.2.2

Payload Bay
The payload Bay is located directly beneath the nose section. This section is

designed to carry up to 20,000 kg of cargo, with a set of doors for access through the
exterior. These doors would function similar to those featured on the space shuttle, while
also being covered in TPS. The doors match the curvature of the exterior surface of the
fuselage of Hercules, making up nearly 25% of the exterior surface area of the payload
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bay. The doorframe is reinforced with beams along its entire perimeter, while the floor of
the payload bay is also reinforced with a supporting cruciform of beams.

Figure 2-5 Nose section and payload bay, exterior isometric view

Figure 2-6 Nose section and payload bay, interior isometric view
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2.2.3

Ascent Section
The ascent section joins the payload bay to the descent section. The main feature

of this section of Hercules is the main ascent tank. This tank features a common
bulkhead dome to separate the internal volume into two sections. The forwardmost
chamber is for LOX, leaving the larger rearward chamber for CH4. During ascent from
Earth’s surface, these tanks are devoid of propellent, but are pressurized internally. The
seam connecting the common bulkhead to the outer skin is further reinforced with a ring
of beam elements. This seam is also the joining point between the ascent tank and the
forward skirt. This forward skirt joins the bottom of the payload bay to the forwardmost
dome of the ascent tank. The rearward most chamber of the ascent tank features a
cylindrical section, terminated with a rearward bulkhead dome. The cylindrical section of
this tank doubles as the exterior skin for this portion of the fuselage. The seam between
the cylindrical portion of the tank and the rearward bulkhead dome is reinforced with a
ring of beam elements. This seam also connects to the aft skirt, which connects the
bottom of the ascent section to the top of the descent section.
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Figure 2-7 Ascent section, ascent tank exterior side profile

Figure 2-8 Ascent section, forward ascent tank and aft dome side profile
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Figure 2-9 Ascent section isometric view
2.2.4

Descent Section
The descent section is located at the bottom of Hercules. Four sets of landing gear

are attached to the exterior of this section. Each set of landing gear is represented by a
large triangle composed of beam elements. Each landing gear is also attached to a ring of
beam elements, which reinforce the circumference of the base of Hercules. Within this
ring rests the four spherical tanks that comprise the ADS propellant tanks. Two spherical
tanks contain CH3, while the remaining two tanks contain LOX. These spherical tanks
are further supported with a system of beams connecting them to outer ring and the
engine cruciform. The engine cruciform is present to reinforce Hercules from the thrust
of its five main engines. It is oriented in such a way to further reinforce the landing gear
as well. Beneath the ring, the exterior surface of Hercules tapers inward slightly, and is
concluded with a circular plate.
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Figure 2-10 Descent section with landing gear, isometric view

Figure 2-11 Descent section interior structure with landing gear, underside isometric view

2.3

Material & Concept Selection
There are myriad choices for materials within the realm of aerospace applications.

It can often be a daunting task to narrow the field of candidates for any structural
analysis. Due to the nature of this study not including considerations for cost, while only
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considering relatively well documented materials, eight candidate materials were initially
selected.
Aluminum Alloy Candidate Al-2024: This alloy of aluminum is frequently used in
aircraft structures and features both high strength and relatively good fatigue resistance.

Aluminum Alloy Candidate Al-7075: This allow is considered an improvement in
every aspect when compared to 2000’s series aluminum. Unfortunately, high cost limits
its use.

Aluminum Alloy Candidate Al-Li-2195: This alloy is often used in cryogenic
applications. Al-2195 is roughly 30% stronger and about 5% less dense than Al-2019,
which was used in the shuttle external tank.

Titanium Alloy Candidate Ti-6Al-4V: This allow is used extensively within Boeing
787 aircraft, and is often used in weight reduction applications

Stainless Steel Candidate AISI 304: This grade of stainless steel is used in aircraft
applications. This material’s high temperature tolerance allows it to thrive in structural
applications featuring high ambient temperature. Although this material is exceedingly
dense, its use in astronautic structural applications could potentially require less TPS for
structures to survive atmospheric entry.
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Carbon Fiber Material Candidate IM7-977-2: This composite is used within aircraft
primary and secondary structure. It has also been used in cryogenic applications. Use of
this composite is often prioritized for any application where impact resistance and light
weight structure is required.

Carbon Fiber Candidate IM7-977-3: This composite is similar to IM7-977-2 but is
often chosen for applications where hot or wet performance is crucial.

Carbon Fiber Candidate IM7-5250-4: This composite is also used in aircraft primary
and secondary structures. IM7-5250-4 can produce void-free laminates and features a
low thermal conductivity.

2.4

Beams
The internal and external structure of Hercules features both cruciforms and ring

structures to reinforce key sections of the FEM. Hypersizer allows for several different
beam concepts to be fielded in a swift manner through smeared stiffness methods.
However, because the amount of beam elements within the model is extensively dwarfed
by the amount of shell elements present, only two beam concepts were explored.
Circular beams feature the fewest amount of design variables, allowing them to be
optimized exceedingly quickly. Because of this concept’s radial symmetry there is no
principle minor axis, making it much less sensitive with respect to the orientation of the
principal minor or major axis.
I Beams have a large amount of design variables, making optimization a much
more time-consuming process. The presence of a principal minor and major axis also
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makes them sensitive to how each beam is oriented. The orientation of each beam
element within the FEM was scrutinized and the normal axis of each beam was tuned
with this in mind.

2.5
2.5.1

Stiffened Panels
Hat Stiffeners
Historically, hat stiffened panels have been one of the earliest methods of panel

stiffening in both aeronautic and astronautic applications. In commercial aircraft
applications for both stringers and longerons. Due to their shape, tooling to produce hat
stiffeners is relatively simple and affordable. This stiffening concept can be employed in
both metallic and composite material applications and can be secured to the parent panel
by means of fasteners, welds, or bonding agents. Unfortunately, due to their geometry
hat stiffeners have a large number of dimensional variables, making optimization of this
panel concept relatively slow.

Figure 2-12 Example cross-section for a hat stiffened panel
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2.5.2

I Stiffeners
This stiffening concept has similar applications to hat stiffeners, and also has a

lengthy history of applications in the fields of aeronautics and astronautics. Modern I
stiffeners can either be made of composite or metallic materials for a wide range of
specifications. Like hat stiffeners, they can be secured to a parent panel through welds,
fasteners, or bonding agents. For the application of this research, no dimensional
variables were linked, resulting in a large number of unique dimensional variables,
creating a relatively slow optimization process.

Figure 2-13 Example cross-section for an I stiffened panel

2.5.3

Isogrid
The structural history of Isogrid panels is not as lengthy as the two prior concepts,

but it presents a sizable potential for structural weight reduction. Isogrid can be described
as a partially hollowed-out structure comprised of a single face sheet with integral
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stiffening ribs arranged in a triangular pattern. Because this concept is typically
machined from a single face sheet of material (e.g., Al-2024) by a CNC milling machine,
it produces a very large amount of wasted material. Presently, this large amount of waste
material makes its application prohibitively expensive. However, this may yet change
with the advent of additive manufacturing. Isogrid has historically been used to great
success in astronautic applications, including Skylab, the Delta family of launch
vehicles, the Atlas family of launch vehicles, and even the SLS Core Stage.

Figure 2-14 Overhead dimensional view of an isogrid panel
2.5.4

Orthogrid
Orthogrid, or “waffle-grid” is a variant of the isogrid panel stiffening concept

which utilizes rectangular openings instead of triangular openings. Because of this, it is
not considered isotropic, but it is used in similar roles as isogrid concepts. Historically,
orthogrids have been employed within the Saturn rocket tanks and NASA’s Orion Crew
Module.
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Figure 2-15 Overhead dimensional view of an orthogrid panel
2.5.5

Honeycomb Sandwich
The term “sandwich panel” refers to a structure composed of three principal

layers: a low-density core layer and a relatively thin skin-layer bonded to each side of the
core material. The types of materials used for both skin and core material roles are
extremely varied, encompassing both metallic and composite materials in either role. For
the sake of this publication, the term “Honeycomb Sandwich” will be used to reference
sandwich panel concepts composed two materials. The skin material will vary between
those outlined previously as being of interest, while the core material will be composed
exclusively of aluminum honeycomb structure of variable thickness. All material
properties are listed within CHAPTER 7.
Sandwich panels are primarily used in applications that require both high stiffness
and minimal mass. Because of this, aeronautic and astronautic applications have
embraced this stiffening concept in a wide array of roles. A few applications include
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shrouds and fairings used within the Antares family of launch vehicles, as well as
Epcot’s Spaceship Earth within Walt Disney World.

Figure 2-16 Example of a honeycomb sandwich panel

2.5.6

Unstiffened Panels
Unstiffened panels are mere sheets of material, often bent or folded to shape. This

is the simplest panel concept, with only the sheet thickness or material concept subject to
change for the sake of this study. Because of this, it is typically the easiest concept to
produce. Unfortunately, this concept is often the least efficient in terms of mass.

Figure 2-17 Example of a metallic unstiffened panel
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Figure 2-18 Example of a composite unstiffened panel
2.6

Load Cases/Design Assumptions
In addition to each of the load cases, there are three separate cargo configurations.

To account for the added mass of a crew capsule being present within the payload bay,
5,000 kg is suspended from the ceiling of the payload bay as four equal point masses,
each at the end of a short beam dangling from the ceiling. The load is transferred to a
structural reinforcing ring at the top of the payload bay roof’s conical section, where the
load is then transferred to the exterior shell of Hercules.
20,000 kg is also suspended from the ceiling in an identical fashion to account for
an unmanned payload delivery mission. Additionally, another separate configuration
involves dividing 20,000 kg into 13 individual point masses spaced evenly on the floor
of the payload bay. A single point mass of 4,000 kg is positioned at the center of the
floor, supported by the intersection of the two beams that comprise a reinforcing
cruciform beneath the payload floor. Four additional point masses of 1,000 kg each are
placed on sections of the payload floor halfway between the center and the
circumference of the floor. These four individual point masses are each above a beam
component comprising the supporting payload cruciform. The remaining eight
independent point masses of 2,000 each are also placed equidistant from the center of the
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floor and the perimeter but are not supported by the cruciform. Point masses are used
instead of a distributed force to make it easier for the researcher to update the weight of
cargo by tuning the acceleration vectors within each load case without the need for
duplicate pressure field distributions cluttering the model tree. The “Empty” cargo case
is not considered, due to it not being a defining load case for any component. In addition,
it is unlikely that any commute to, or from mars will be so inexpensive as to allow
deadheading to occur.
2.6.1

SC01 Earth Ascent
Several load cases have been developed for the purpose of simulating the

operating conditions of Hercules at various phases of transit to mars. Roughly one dozen
load cases were designed and selected for the optimization of Hercules’ structure. The
first load case recreates conditions encountered when ascending into earth’s orbit from a
launch pad within the shroud of a delivery vehicle. This involves a 5g acceleration
downward in the longitudinal direction (with respect to the vehicle) and a 1.5g
acceleration in the lateral direction. Hydrostatic loads are applied to account for fuel
being present within the spherical tanks, and the main ascent tanks contain no fuel, but
are pressurized at 50 psi. Hercules is intended to leave Earth’s surface within a heavy lift
vehicle delivery system, such as the SLS or a private sector contemporary design.
Because of this, the FEM is simply supported along the outer perimeter nodes of the
base.
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Figure 2-19 SC01 Hercules within a nose shroud
2.6.2

SC02 Mars Entry
The second load case involves mimicking the pressure distribution encountered

during Mars atmospheric entry on the surface Hercules’ exterior skin. For this case,
Hercules experiencing an angle of attack of 55° from the vertical axis. The ATLS and
ADS tanks contain hydrostatic loads and are 20% and 50% full respectively.
Additionally, the ascent tank is empty. These conditions are limited to a 2 Earth g
deceleration maximum. Thermal loads are neglected due to lack of available material on
available TPS, and the need for the available software, Patran/ Nastran, to solve thermal
load cases separate from the linear response option.
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Figure 2-20 SC02 Hercules experiencing Mars entry
2.6.3

SC03 Orbital Docking
A necessary operational condition is the capability to dock at an orbital platform

for crew and material transfer. Hercules features a docking port at the apex of the nose
section. This area is structurally reinforced with a ring structure. This port is typically
covered in a removable protective cap of TPS material when not actively in use. The
docking port is connected to a crew access tunnel that extends to the center of the annular
disk-shaped platform of the capsule adaptor. This allows crew access to the crew capsule
when one is present.
This load case imitates the operational loads of a docking procedure by featuring
axial, bending, and shear loads at the docking port. Additionally, hydrostatic loads are
present within the ADS and ATLS tanks, filled to 90% and 70% capacity respectively.
The ascent tank is empty but is pressurized at 50 psi. Hydrostatic loads are created with a
0.56 Earth g deceleration. RCS roll and axial thrust loads are present.
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Figure 2-21 SC03 Hercules Docking in Orbit
2.6.4

SC06 Mars Ascent
Hercules is designed with the intent of being able to leave the surface of Mars

under its own thrust. To simulate this experience, this load case features the maximum
force of thrust for all five main engines, located at the base of the vehicle. The
acceleration is limited to a maximum of 2.5 Earth g’s. Hydrostatic loads are present
within the ADS and ATLS tanks, filled to 90% and 70% capacity respectively. The main
ascent tank is empty but pressurized at 50 psi.
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Figure 2-22 SC06 Mars ascent
2.6.5

SC07 Earth Pad, Stationary
This load case involves Hercules sitting within the shroud of the delivery vehicle

awaiting launch on the launchpad. In this case, the only acceleration Hercules is
subjected to is 1 g downward in the longitudinal direction to simulate the gravity
encountered at rest while at sea-level on earth. The vehicle is subjected to hydrostatic
loads to account for fuel present within the spherical tanks. The main ascent tanks are
devoid of fuel but are pressurized at 50 psi. Hercules is simply supported along the
circumference of the mesh at the aft section to imitate the resultant forces encountered
when resting within the shroud of the delivery system.
2.6.6

SC08 Mars Launch
This load case simulates the launch conditions encountered by Hercules at one of

the earliest points in the launch sequence. All five main engines are operating at a
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maximum of ~60% throttle and are generating enough thrust that Hercules is at
equilibrium with the gravity of Mars. Under these constraints, the ATLS, ADS, and
Ascent tanks feature hydrostatic loads at 70%, 90%, and 90% fill capacity respectively,
at one Mars G.

Figure 2-23 SC08 Mars launch
2.6.7

SC09 Mars Landing
One of the required operating conditions is the capability for Hercules to land on

the Martian surface using its own landing gear, located on the exterior of the aft section.
For simplicity’s sake, the landing gear is represented by static beam structures within the
FEM, oriented in a triangular shape and spaced at 90° intervals on the exterior of the aft
section.
This load case features a 2.5 Earth g maximum impact limit, landing forces and
moments on the landing gear, and hydrostatic ATLS and ADS loads.
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Figure 2-24 SC09 Mars landing
2.6.8

SC10 Earth Ascent, Full Ascent Tanks
This load case is a variant of SC01. The only difference is the inclusion of

hydrostatic loads for the ascent tanks, filled to capacity. This case is omitted from the
standard set of cases due to mass constraints of heavy lift vehicle systems in production
at the time of publication. Instead, it is treated as a “What if?” design point.
2.6.9

SC11 Earth Pad, Loss of CH4 Pressure
This load case is a variant of SC07 and is included in the standard set of cases for

Hercules. Because pressure vessels can withstand higher buckling loads when the walls
are reinforced with internal pressure, it is important for pressure vessels to be designed to
withstand similar loads in the absence of internal pressure. The importance of this was
discovered by NASA during a fueling mishap with an Atlas rocket during the early years
of the agency’s history (Kyle). Because of this concern, SC11 features a loss of internal
pressurization for the CH4 tanks featured in the ATLS and ADS tank systems. The
original hydrostatic loads from SC01 are still present at the same respective fill
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percentages, but the additional 30 psi pressurization within the tank sections devoid of
fuel are selectively omitted.
2.6.10 SC12 Earth Pad, Loss of LOX Pressure
This load case is also a variant of SC07 and is included in the standard set of
cases for Hercules. The only difference between SC12 and SC11 is that the roles for the
ATLS and ADS tank pressurization are reversed. That is, the LOX tanks no longer
feature an additional pressurization of 30 psi for the empty portions, while the CH4 tanks
retain that feature. Hydrostatic loads are still present for al tanks within the ATLS and
ADS systems.
2.6.11 PP01 Payload Positioning, ATLS Hover
This load case is designed to satisfy the design requirement for Hercules to
separate its payload bay and nose section using its ATLS system. The upper stage can
relocate the payload bay with its ATLS system to assist with payload offloading. This
load case features a downward acceleration vector equal to 1 Mars G and a distribution
of point masses totaling 20,000 kg on the payload bay floor. Hydrostatic loads are
present within the ATLS tanks, which are filled to 70%. The four nodal points at the
location of the ATLS thrusters are fixed in location by simple supports. This allows the
model to update the resultant forces at these nodes to mimic the amount of thrust needed
for the upper stage to remain aloft.
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Figure 2-25 PP01 Payload positioning, hover case
2.6.12 PP02 Payload Positioning, Pad
This load case was added to prevent Hypersizer from minimizing the structure of
the payload bay in such a way that it cannot support its own weight while at rest on the
Martian surface. In this case, the floor of the payload bay and its supporting cruciform
are simply supported to mimic the structure lying at rest. The distributed point masses on
the payload bay floor are still present, and still total 20,000 kg. There is a downward
acceleration vector equivalent to one Mars G. Hydrostatic loading is also present for the
ATLS tanks, which are filled to 70% capacity.
2.6.13 AA01 Crew Abort
To satisfy the design requirements for the nose section to perform an abort
maneuver, this load case subjects the nose section to six Mars’ g’s of acceleration. This
is performed with 5,000 kg of mass evenly distributed among the four attachment points,
located at the base of the nose section’s capsule adaptor. This is done to simulate the
additional mass of a crew capsule. The four nodal points at the location of the ATLS
thrusters are fixed in location by simple supports. This will allow the resultant forces at
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each ATLS thruster to mimic the amount of thrust needed to satisfy the acceleration
requirement, regardless of changing vehicle mass. All ATLS tanks are subjected to
hydrostatic loading and are filled to 70% capacity.

Figure 2-26 AA01 Crew abort, Mars
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CHAPTER 3. NUMERICAL APPROACH
3.1

MSC Patran & Nastran
The majority of the analysis performed for this project involved the use of Patran,

Nastran, and Hypersizer. Patran is a pre and post processor used with the finite element
analysis (FEA) solver MSC NASTRAN (NASA Structural Analysis). Both were
developed by the MacNeal-Schwendler Corporation (MSC) and released for
commercialization in 1971. Although Nastran and Patran are both older software, they
solve FEA problems quickly in an efficient manner.

3.2

Hypersizer
HyperSizer was originally developed from the ST-Size research code developed

at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC). NASA’s need for the development of a code
capable of accurately formulating thermal expansion coefficients and panel bending in
the late 1980’s and early 1990’s produced ST-Size. Additionally, ST-Size also satisfied a
need for a software capable of mass reduction for high-speed aircraft through design
optimization, later used in the development of the Aerospace Plane X-30 (Beam). Collier
Research Corporation was formed in 1996 from the original research team that
developed ST-Size and combined the original ST-Size code with other proprietary
software to produce HyperSizer (NASA).
Hypersizer performs structural optimization of panel structures by manipulating
and imposing orthotropic shell properties to approximate the effective properties of a
discretely modeled stiffened panel concept through smeared stiffness methods. This is
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done by the user selecting a stiffened panel concept of interest and imposing maximum
and minimum dimensional constraints, selecting user defined candidate materials, and
selecting a step size for each variable. Hypersizer evaluates each permutation of these
variables as potential candidates. The candidates that pass a variety of buckling analysis
and linear material response analysis with a positive margin of safety are then evaluated
by the total mass of the component. The least massive candidate that passes each margin
of safety analysis is selected as the “optimum” solution. Optimization of beam concepts
is handled in a similar fashion; with the main difference being that in the absence of shell
properties to manipulate, Hypersizer instead manipulates the cross-section dimensions of
a given beam element.
Once initial sizing is complete, internal forces of each component are then
recalculated using the new stiffness values and cross-sectional dimensions generated by
Hypersizer. Because the internal forces are coupled to the stiffness values and
dimensions of a given component, Hypersizer must repeat the process several times to
converge to a stable solution.

3.2.1

Smeared Stiffness Methods
HyperSizer capitalizes on smeared stiffness methods in order rapidly generate

stiffened concepts without requiring stiffeners to be discretely modeled within a given
finite element model (FEM). Hypersizer generates an equivalent ABD matrix to model
the overall stiffness of a panel. The term “Smeared” indicates that the stiffness
contribution of the stiffeners is smeared into the skin properties as an orthotropic
material. Smeared stiffness methods have been independently verified over the past
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several decades, and published in works such as “Formulation of an Improved Smeared
Stiffener Theory for Buckling Analysis of Grid-Stiffened Composite Panels” (Jaunky,
Knight and Ambur) published in 1995, and independently verified with destructive test
samples in “Buckling Analysis of Grid-Stiffened Composite Structures” (Kidane)
published in 2002.
3.2.2

Effective Laminate Approximation
Effective laminates can be defined as an orthotropic material capable of

approximating a discrete laminate by using a continuous thickness variable. Effective
laminates retain several of the desired characteristics of composite laminates, namely the
ability to tailor strength and directional stiffness. Effective laminates do not require the
explicit definition of the ply sequence for the 0’s, 45’s, and 90’s. Because of this analysis
of these materials are not suitable for final designs, but they are useful for determining
preliminary mass allowances. Although discretely modeled laminates are the most
accurate method for analyzing composite structures, they are not a time efficient starting
point in preliminary design because of the excessive number of variables. It is much more
time efficient to utilize effective laminates to search for a given target thickness and ply
distribution. Once the target thickness and ply distribution are selected, the material
concept can transition to a discrete laminate for final design analysis.

3.3

Geometry
For this study, the geometry used to model the HSRV is simplified. By using a

simplified model, preliminary vehicle mass sizing can be performed rapidly. Fatigue
analysis, cost analysis, vibrational analysis, fastener analysis, bonded joint analysis, and
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thermal analysis are outside the scope of this study. This allows complex geometry to be
approximated for the sake of providing a "ballpark" mass estimate for each candidate
configuration of stiffened panels, beam cross sections, and choice of material for the
HSRV.

3.4

Mesh
The structure of Hercules is modeled within MSC Patran, and a mesh is generated

from Quad4 shell elements, Tria3 shell elements, and PBARL beam elements. The mesh
for Hercules was tested for accuracy by calculating the analytical solution and comparing
it to the computational solution while using the thickness values selected by Hypersizer
as optimum. Mesh density was then doubled to show convergence between the analytical
and computational solutions. The panel concept is an unstiffened plate composed of Al2024, which has isentropic properties. This method will be demonstrated below by using
the barrel section of the main ascent tank. For this example, we are assuming that there is
no hydrostatic load due to the absence of propellant. Instead, the internal volume will be
subjected to a uniform internal pressure of 345 kPa (~50 psi). The area of interest is
outlined in blue within Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 FEM Mesh for Ascent and Descent Section

For a thin-walled pressure vessel with uniform pressure and capped ends (Roark):
𝜎1 =

𝑞𝑅
2𝑡

(1)

𝜎2 =

𝑞𝑅
𝑡

(2)

𝑞 𝑅2
𝜐
∆𝑅 =
[1 − ]
𝐸𝑡
2

(3)

The cylindrical shell is split into four quadrants. The windward segments are
sized with a thicker shell by Hypersizer, while the leeward side is sized with a thinner
shell. This allows the shell to be truly optimized for the pressure profile encountered
during Mars entry. This exercise will focus on hoop stress (𝜎2 ) within this component
using the “optimum” thicknesses assigned by Hypersizer.
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Table 3-1 Intrinsic properties and dimensions of main ascent tank barrel section skin

Quantity
Radius
Young’s Modulus
Pressure
Poisson’s Ratio
Thickness “a”
Thickness “b”

Symbol

Value

Units

R
E
Q
𝜈
𝑡𝑎
𝑡𝑏

2.96
7.58 × 1010
345,000
0.33
0.0072
0.0082

(m)
(Pa)
(Pa)
(m)
(m)

Substituting the values within Table 3-1 into the pertinent equations gives the
following solutions in Table 3-2.
Table 3-2 Shell deformation and internal stresses

Quantity

Symbol

Value

Units
−3

Change in Radius for 𝑡𝑎

∆𝑅𝑎

2.201 × 10

Change in Radius for 𝑡𝑏

∆𝑅𝑏

1.933 × 10−3

Change in Length for 𝑡𝑎

∆𝑌𝑎

8.668 × 10−4

Change in Length for 𝑡𝑏

∆𝑌𝑏

7.6109 × 10−4

Longitudinal Stress for 𝑡𝑎

𝜎1𝑎

6.672 × 107

Longitudinal Stress for 𝑡𝑏

𝜎1𝑏

5.8583 × 107

Hoop Stress for 𝑡𝑎

𝜎2𝑎

1.3344 × 108

Hoop Stress for 𝑡𝑏

𝜎2𝑏

1.1716 × 108

(m)
(m)
(m)
(m)
(Pa)
(Pa)
(Pa)
(Pa)

For current element size: ℎ𝑥 and ℎ𝑦 the given mesh produces the following results
displayed in Figure 3-2 and Table 3-3.
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Figure 3-2 Hoop stress for element size h

Table 3-3 Hoop stress error margins for both shell thicknesses, element size h

Thickness

Computational
Hoop Stress

Analytical Hoop
Stress

Error

𝑡𝑎

1.317 × 108 Pa

1.3344 × 108 Pa

1.2326 %

𝑡𝑏

1.157 × 108 Pa

1.1716 × 108 Pa

1.2309 %

For a mesh composed of elements of size:
produced, shown in Figure 3-3 and Table 3-4.
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ℎ𝑥
2

and

ℎ𝑦
2

the following results are

Figure 3-3 Hoop stress for element size h/2

Table 3-4 Hoop stress error margins for both shell thicknesses, element size h/2

Thickness

Computational
Hoop Stress

Analytical Hoop
Stress

Error

𝑡𝑎

1.328 × 108 Pa

1.3344 × 108 Pa

0.4377 %

𝑡𝑏

1.164 × 108 Pa

1.1716 × 108 Pa

0.4767 %

As mesh density is doubled the margin of error between the analytical solution
and the computational solution decreases. This trend holds for each quadrant of the
barrel section despite differences in section thickness assigned by Hypersizer. The
margin of error for the initial mesh size is ~1% and is considered acceptable.
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CHAPTER 4. RESULTS
Due to the added speed from utilizing the parallel sizing process within
Hypersizer, in conjunction with a pair of super computers, a large number of design
candidates were optimized within the time available. For the full FEM of Hercules, 29
candidates were optimized for the 20,000 kg cargo stored on the payload bay floor cargo
condition. This is shown visually with the graphic below.
Due to preliminary results from the optimizations of design candidates for the full
FEM, the amount of design candidates for the abort and payload positioning were
consolidated. The amount of material permutations were reduced to a total of three
materials. Additionally, the design candidates for panel concepts were also condensed to
five core design candidates. The inventory of completed design candidate optimizations
for both the abort and payload positioning FEM’s are displayed below with graphics.
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Table 4-1 Inventory of optimizations for HSRV 20k kg, floor configuration
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Table 4-2 Inventory of optimizations for abort configuration

Table 4-3 Inventory of optimizations for payload positioning configuration

Additionally, two design candidate optimizations were completed for the optional
load case SC10. The additional constraint of the ascent tanks being filled to capacity was
used to define the structural consequence of an additional design capability for the
complete FEM. This is in addition to the presence of 20,000 kg stored on the floor of the
payload bay, as well as other specific considerations defined in SC01. A visual inventory
of these completed design permutations is displayed below.
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Table 4-4 Inventory of optimizations for HSRV 20K kg, floor configuration with full
ascent tanks

Additional niche optional design constraints include sizing the full FEM of
Hercules with capsule mass of 5,000 kg suspended from the payload bay ceiling instead
of 20,000 kg of cargo localized on the payload bay floor, with the additional caveat of
using uniform panel concepts for all wet tank surfaces. For ease of comparison, the full
FEM of Hercules with 20,000 kg of cargo secured to the payload bay floor was also reoptimized for a small subset of design concept permutations with uniform panel concepts
for all wet tank surfaces. A visual inventory is shown below.

Table 4-5 Inventory of optimizations for HSRV crew configuration, uniform panel
concepts
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Table 4-6 Inventory of optimizations for HSRV 20K kg, floor configuration, uniform
panel concepts

4.1
4.1.1

Nose Section
Aluminum Alloy Candidate, Al-2024
Aluminum structure is very prevalent within astronautic applications. Aluminum

features an excellent strength to weight ratio, while also boasting relatively low
machining costs for most applications. Additionally, the nose section features an ATLS
thrust system that is employed in the final stages of landing in addition to the unlikely
event of a crew abort procedure. This requires the nose section to contain a robust
interior structure in addition to its own dedicated set of propellant filled spherical tanks.
Results are presented within Table 4-7, Table 4-8, Table 4-9, and Table 4-10 for a variety
of stiffened panel concepts coupled with I beams. Results featuring a variety of stiffened
panel concepts coupled with circular beams are displayed within Table 4-11, Table 4-12,
Table 4-13, and Table 4-14. Results for the abort configurations are presented in Table
4-9, Table 4-10, Table 4-13, and Table 4-14.
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Table 4-7 Al-2024, I beams, 20k kg HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-8 Al-2024, I beams, 20k kg HSRV component geometry

Results in the previously mentioned tables display values as aerial mass, mass fractions,
volumetric mass, and the mass-thrust ratio. The raw mass values for the overall geometry
from Table 4-7 are represented in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1 Al-2024, I beams, 20k kg HSRV overall geometry
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The values displayed in Figure 4-1 show a marked improvement in mass
efficiency when comparing both hat and I stiffened panel structures to both grid stiffened
concepts and sandwich panels. The overall geometry presented in Table 4-7 show that
the grid stiffened panels and sandwich panel concepts are roughly half as massive as
either hat or I stiffened panel structures. The individual component geometries are
presented in detail in Table 4-8. When the results from Table 4-7 are displayed in greater
detail in Table 4-8, a coupled relation between the capsule adapter, the tank support
structure, and ATLS thrust structure is visible. For the grid stiffened concepts, the
capsule adapter has more mass allocated at the expense of mass used to reinforce the
ATLS thrust structure and tank support structure. For the sandwich panel concepts, the
reverse holds true.
Table 4-9 Al-2024, I beams, abort overall geometry

Table 4-10 Al-2024, I beams, abort component geometry

The values displayed in Table 4-9 and Table 4-10 correlate to the Mars abort case.
Unlike the values displayed in Table 4-7, Table 4-9 indicates that the abort conditions
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imposed on the nose section show little variety in terms of mass efficiency for nearly all
of the panel stiffening concepts. The only concept with a noticeable deviation in Table
4-9 is the I stiffened panel structure. When the results from Table 4-9 are displayed in
greater detail in Table 4-10 there is greater variety in mass allocation among the panel
stiffening concepts employed.

Table 4-11 Al-2024, circular beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-12 Al-2024, circular beams, 20k HSRV component geometry
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Table 4-13 Al-2024, circular beams, abort overall geometry

Table 4-14 Al-2024, circular beams, abort component geometry

Figure 4-2 Nose section total aerial mass comparison, abort & 20k HSRV
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Figure 4-3 Nose section external surface aerial mass comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

The values displayed in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 compare the aerial masses of the nose
section, found in Table 4-7 and Table 4-9. The “unstiffened” values displayed are from
Table 4-11 and Table 4-13. Figure 4-2 displays the disparity between structure when
optimized for the 20k HSRV and abort load cases. With the exception of the gridstiffened panel concepts, the defining load conditions for the panel structures are
provided by the 20k HSRV model. The disparity between the aerial masses from the 20k
HSRV and abort models are further exacerbated in Figure 4-3 by the removal of the
internal panel structure from the scope of graphic. Under these conditions, the gridstiffened panel concepts lessen the disparity between the 20k HSRV and abort models.
This indicates that the internal panel structure gains mass when optimized for the load
conditions provided by the abort model. The internal panel structure is comprised of two
components (excluding the spherical ATLS propellent tanks), the crew tunnel and the
capsule adapter. From Figure 4-1 the data indicates that between the two components, the
capsule adapter is the most massive.
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Figure 4-4 Capsule adapter cone, mass fraction comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

When the aerial mass of the capsule adapter cone is compared between the abort and 20k
HSRV load conditions, a consistent trend emerges. With the exception of the hat
stiffened panel structure, every panel concept indicates the abort conditions comprise the
defining load conditions for the design of this component. This is due to the abort load
conditions featuring 5,000 kg suspended from the capsule adapter to simulate the
presence of the estimated mass for a crew capsule. The 20k HSRV load conditions
feature 20,000 kg of mass suspended from the payload bay floor to simulate the
maximum allowable cargo mass. Although the latter set of load conditions features a
greater amount of non-structural mass, the capsule adapter is not placed in the direct load
path to support it. This distinction is readily apparent in Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-5 ATLS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

The ATLS thrusters are subjected to load within the abort model to simulate the
conditions encountered during an abort on Mars. The 20k HSRV model does not subject
the ATLS thrusters to load during any of its load conditions. This means that the abort
model is the only model of the two that places the ATLS thrust structure in a direct load
path. This is largely reflected by a disparity between the thrust-mass ratios between the
abort and 20k HSRV models displayed in Figure 4-5.

4.1.2

Stainless Steel Candidate, AISI 304
Due to its relatively high density, stainless steel is used in aerospace and

astronautic applications sparingly. When used, it is typically employed for structures
subjected to high stress loads where other materials are not feasible. The excellent
thermal properties of stainless steel make it particularly attractive for use in
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environments subjected to high temperatures. Results shown in Table 4-15, Table 4-16,
Table 4-17, and Table 4-18 represent a variety of stiffened panel concepts coupled with
circular beams. Results featuring a variety of stiffened panel concepts coupled with I
beams are shown in Table 4-19, Table 4-20, Table 4-21, and Table 4-22. Results for the
abort configuration are displayed in Table 4-17, Table 4-18, Table 4-21, and Table 4-22.
Table 4-15 AISI 304, circular beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-16 AISI 304, circular beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Results are presented in a manner consistent with those contained within section 4.1.1,
that is the tables contained within this section display values as aerial mass, mass
fractions, volumetric mass, and the mass-thrust ratio for individual components and
groups of similar components. The raw mass values for the overall geometry from Table
4-15 are shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6 AISI-304, circular beams, 20k kg HSRV overall geometry

The values displayed within Figure 4-6 show a marked improvement in mass efficiency
when comparing all displayed panel stiffening methods to unstiffened panels. The overall
geometry presented in Table 4-15 indicates that grid stiffened panels have a slight
improvement over the performance of hat stiffened panel structure within the 20k HSRV
model. The coupled relation between the capsule adapter, tank support structure, and
ATLS thrust structure first discussed in section 4.1.1 is also present within Table 4-16. In
this case, the coupled reaction is expressed by the unstiffened panel structure featuring a
much heavier capsule adapter cone than the stiffened concepts produce, paired with much
lighter beam structure used within the tank support structure and ATLS thrust structure
when compared to the stiffened panel structure concepts.
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Table 4-17 AISI 304, circular beams, abort overall geometry

Table 4-18 AISI, circular beams, abort component geometry

Figure 4-7 AISI-304, circular beams, abort overall geometry
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When the information presented within Table 4-17 is shown within Figure 4-7 as the raw
mass values for each major group of panel structure, the drastic difference in mass
efficiency between unstiffened panel structure and honeycomb sandwich structure
heavily favor the latter within the abort model.

Table 4-19 AISI 304, I beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-20 AISI 304, I beams, 20k HSRV component geometry
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Table 4-21 AISI 304, I beams, abort overall geometry

Table 4-22 AISI 304, I beams, abort component geometry

The data presented within Table 4-21 differs from what is shown within Table 4-17 in
execution, due to the former featuring structure paired with I beams, while the latter
utilizes circular beams. Despite this difference in execution, the values for both
honeycomb sandwich structures are very close to one another.
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Figure 4-8 AISI-304, I beams, abort overall geometry

The values from Table 4-21 are displayed as raw mass values within Figure 4-8. Figure
4-8 shows that both grid stiffened panel structures featured similar mass values between
themselves. This is consistent with the grid stiffened panel structures used within the 20k
HSRV model, as shown in Figure 4-6. Figure 4-8 also displays large mass savings
specifically for the capsule adapter cone when compared to either grid stiffened method
also shown.

Figure 4-9 Nose section total aerial mass comparison, abort & 20k HSRV
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Due to availability of corresponding data, Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10, Figure 4-11, and
Figure 4-12 display some data comparisons between identical panel stiffening concepts
paired with different beam concepts. This is a result of aggressive time constraints
preventing additional panel and beam concept pairings from being optimized. As a result,
the aforementioned figures display data exclusively from panel stiffening concepts paired
with circular beams, with the exception being grid stiffened concepts paired with I beams
from the abort model.
Figure 4-9 compares the total aerial masses of the nose section with data from Table
4-15, Table 4-17, and Table 4-21. Unlike Figure 4-2, there is no definitive trend
displayed within Figure 4-9. All of the concepts compared within Figure 4-9 only show
slight benefits between the abort and HSRV 20k models.

Figure 4-10 Nose section external surface aerial mass comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

Figure 4-10 only examines the aerial mass of the external panel structure. When
excluding the aerial mass of the internal panel structure, the same trend first covered in
Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 is displayed within Figure 4-10. The 20k HSRV model clearly
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features the defining load cases for the external panel geometry, due to the optimized
concepts clearly outweighing those optimized within the abort model.

Figure 4-11 Capsule adapter cone, mass fraction comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

From Figure 4-6, Figure 4-7, and Figure 4-8 it can be concluded that the most massive
panel structure internal component is the capsule adapter. When isolated, the mass
fractions of the capsule adapter optimized by the 20k HSRV and abort models clearly
show a similar trend first shown in Figure 4-4. With the exception of the hat stiffened
panel concept and the honeycomb sandwich concepts for whom there is no clear
comparison, each panel stiffening concept clearly shows that the abort conditions
comprise the defining load conditions for the design of this component. As covered in
section 4.1.1, this is due to the abort model featuring 5,000 kg of point masses suspended
from the capsule adapter to mimic the presence of the estimated mass of a crew capsule.
The 20k HSRV model instead features 20,000 kg of mass suspended from the payload
bay floor to mimic the maximum allowable cargo mass. While the latter model features a
much higher total of nonstructural mass, the capsule adapter is not placed within the
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direct load path to support it. The effects of this distinction are self-evident in Figure
4-11.

Figure 4-12 ATLS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

Figure 4-12 displays a similar disparity between the abort and 20k HSRV model results
found within the thrust-mass ratios of the ATLS thrust structure shown in Figure 4-5.
Within Figure 4-12 the disparity is much larger among the grid stiffened concepts than
for the aluminum concepts covered in Figure 4-5. In this case the difference between the
steel abort and 20k HSRV models is nearly an order of magnitude. This is due to the
abort model subjecting the ATLS thrust structure to direct load, while the 20k HSRV
model does not feature any load cases subjecting the ATLS thrust structure to direct load.
The heightened sensitivity among the grid stiffened panel concepts should be attributed
as a consequence of using a relatively high-density material when compared to the
aluminum results shown in Figure 4-5.
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4.1.3

Carbon Fiber Material Candidate, IM7-977-2
Composites have been successfully used for mass reduction in both aeronautic

and astronautic applications for several decades. Historically, IM7-977-2 has been
utilized in cryogenic tank applications in an effort to greatly reduce the mass of
propellent tanks. This material was chosen for this study to further expand upon its mass
reduction opportunities within the realm of reusable space transit vehicles. The results
displayed within Table 4-23, Table 4-24, Table 4-25, and Table 4-26 pertain to a select
few stiffened panel concepts paired with circular beams. Results for a variety of stiffened
panel concepts paired with I beams can be found within Table 4-27, Table 4-28, Table
4-29, and Table 4-30. Results that are produced from the abort model are displayed in
Table 4-25, Table 4-26, Table 4-29, and Table 4-30.
Table 4-23 IM7-977-2, circular beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-24 IM7-977-2, circular beams, 20k HSRV component geometry
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Results are presented in a manner consistent with those shown in section 4.1.1
and section 4.1.2. The tables contained in this section display values as aerial mass, mass
fractions, volumetric mass, and the mass-thrust ratio for individual components and for
groups of similar components. The raw mass values for the overall geometry from Table
4-23 are shown in Figure 4-13.

Figure 4-13 IM7-977-2, circular beams, 20k kg HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-25 IM7-977-2, circular beams, abort overall geometry
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Table 4-26 IM7-977-2, circular beams, abort component geometry

Results from Table 4-25 are displayed as raw mass values within Figure 4-14.

Figure 4-14 IM7-977-2, circular beams, abort overall geometry

Figure 4-14 shows a similar relation to what is shown in Figure 4-7. For the abort model,
both the steel and composite results show extensive mass savings for honeycomb
sandwich panels when compared with unstiffened panel structure. Furthermore, in both
cases the bulk of the aforenoted mass savings are accredited to the capsule adapter cone
component.
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Table 4-27 IM7-977-2, I beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-28 IM7-977-2, I beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Figure 4-15 IM7-977-2, I beams, 20k kg HSRV overall geometry

The results from Table 4-27 are presented within Figure 4-15 as raw mass values for each
panel concept configuration used within Table 4-27. When comparing the unstiffened
panel structure with circular beams mass values from Figure 4-13 with the assorted panel
concepts displayed within Figure 4-15, both data sets show a substantial decrease in
aerial mass when using honeycomb instead of other stiffened panel concepts.
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Table 4-29 IM7-977-2, I beams, abort overall geometry

Table 4-30 IM7-977-2, I beams, abort component geometry

Figure 4-16 IM7-977-2, I beams, abort overall geometry

When the results from Table 4-29 are shown as raw mass values in Figure 4-16, isogrid
stiffened panel structure sports a slight mass advantage when compared to orthogrid
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stiffened panel structure. A similar relation between the grid stiffened panel concepts are
also displayed in Figure 4-15 from the 20k HSRV model.

Figure 4-17 Nose section total aerial mass comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

Due to the availability of corresponding data Figure 4-17, Figure 4-18, Figure 4-19, and
Figure 4-20 display data exclusively for a variety of panel stiffening concepts using I
beams, with the addition of data from unstiffened panels paired with circular beams.
Much like the results for AISI 304 shown within Figure 4-9, the composite results shown
in Figure 4-17 show only slight benefits between stiffened panel concepts, but with the
caveat that the 20k kg HSRV model showing a definitive benefit when choosing
honeycomb sandwich panels over stiffened panel concepts. Additionally, there is only a
slight disparity between the abort model results and the corresponding values from the
20k HSRV model.
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Figure 4-18 Nose section external surface aerial mass comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

Much like the results shown in Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-10, the disparity between the
results of the abort model and 20k HSRV model are exacerbated by the exclusion of the
internal panel structure in Figure 4-18. Each of the aforementioned figures show that the
20k kg HSRV model features the defining set of load cases for the design of Hercules,
due to it requiring a higher amount of structural mass to satisfy its design requirements.

Figure 4-19 Capsule adapter cone, mass fraction comparison, abort & 20k HSRV
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As mentioned in section 4.1.1 and section 4.1.2, the capsule adapter cone represents the
most massive internal panel component of the nose section. Figure 4-19 continues the
trend established in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-11, where the abort model comprises the
defining load conditions for the capsule adapter cone, due to it being placed in the direct
load path for the point masses representing the inclusion of a crew capsule. Figure 4-4,
Figure 4-11, and Figure 4-19 also establish the trend that every panel stiffening concept
presents a definitive opportunity for mass reduction for the capsule adapter cone when
compared to the mass values for the unstiffened panel concept of each material candidate.

Figure 4-20 ATLS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, abort & 20k HSRV

Figure 4-20 displays the mass disparity between the abort and 20k HSRV model results
for the thrust-mass ratios of the ATLS thrust structure. Although the honeycomb stiffened
panel structure has shown promise for reduction of mass for the panel structure within
Figure 4-17, Figure 4-18, and Figure 4-19, the mass of the ATLS thrust structure
increases to shoulder the majority of the thrust forces instead of the surrounding panel
structure. This effect manifests itself as a significant spike in the thrust-mass ratio for the
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honeycomb stiffened structure when compared to the other stiffened panel structure
concepts. This relation also would explain why the thrust-mass ratios for the ATLS
structure are exceptionally low for the unstiffened panel structure concepts for each
material candidate shown in Figure 4-5, Figure 4-12, and Figure 4-20. Because the
unstiffened panel structures possess unnecessary additional structural mass, they are
better suited to shoulder the thrust forces than a potentially redundant thrust structure.
This results in a drastic minimization of thrust structure mass.

4.2
4.2.1

Payload Bay
Aluminum Alloy Candidate, Al-2024
The payload bay allows the HSRV to transport up to 20,000 kg of cargo or a

single 5,000 kg crew module between earth’s moon and mars. Results generated
throughout the use of the 20,000 kg HSRV model are displayed in Table 4-32 and Table
4-34 for a variety of panel stiffening concepts. All of the panel concepts displayed are
paired with I beams, with the exception of the unstiffened panels. The unstiffened panel
concept is instead paired with circular beams. Because of this key difference a direct
comparison between the unstiffened panel concept and the other panel stiffening
concepts must be approached with caution.
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Table 4-31 Al-2024, I beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-32 Al-2024, I beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Values from Table 4-31 are expanded upon in Table 4-32 with the inclusion of
several additional components of the payload bay section. Beam element mass efficiency
is displayed in terms of linear mass, while components composed of panels are compared
in terms of aerial mass. The respective components are also displayed in Figure 4-21 and
Figure 4-22.
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Figure 4-21 Payload Bay component aerial mass, Al-2024

From the aerial mass values displayed within Figure 4-21 the honeycomb
sandwich panel concept appears to be the most efficient stiffening concept. Both of the
grid-stiffened panel concepts perform better than the remaining panel concepts.

Figure 4-22 Linear mass of Payload section components, Al-2024

The beam structures featured in Figure 4-22 display a lack in disparity between
the payload door frame masses among the panel stiffening concepts, with the exception
of the payload door frame associated with the use of unstiffened panels and circular
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beams. For the unstiffened panels, the required mass of the door frame is exceedingly
small. This is likely due to a coupled relation between the surrounding exterior panel
structure and the beams used to reinforce the door, compounded by the use of a more
mass efficient concept of beams. Because the unstiffened panel concept has thick panels
for the payload bay skin, as shown in Figure 4-21, additional beams may be redundant.
This behavior is seen in the reverse when looking at the payload door frame associated
with the use of honeycomb sandwich panels. The sandwich panels are exceedingly light
when used for the payload bay skin, but the associated door frame beam structure is
heavier than when other panel concepts are selected. Here the coupled relation favors
reinforcing the doorframe with additional mass to minimize the need for the surrounding
skin panel structure.

Figure 4-23 Total mass of payload bay section for each component, Al-2024
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The raw mass values of each component of the payload bay are compiled for each
panel stiffening concept in Figure 4-23. As expected from the initial mass efficiency
comparisons in Figure 4-21, the honeycomb sandwich panel configuration produced the
lightest payload section from our 20,000 kg HSRV model. This occurs even though the
use of the honeycomb sandwich panels ultimately produced an increase in the mass of
beam structures, as shown in Figure 4-22. Even though the unstiffened panel concept
featured circular beams for its beam structures, it still produced the heaviest payload
section configuration when compared to concepts that use I beams.
The payload positioning model is similar to the abort model. While the abort
model only features the nose section of the HSRV, the payload positioning model
features the nose section and the payload section and omits the ascent section and descent
section. The payload positioning model features two load cases. The first case mimics the
payload section resting on the Martian surface while supporting the nose section, while
the second case imitates the ATLS thrusters being used to lift the nose and payload
section to hover in place above the Martian surface. Both of these cases feature 20,000 kg
of cargo distributed as point masses in an identical fashion to the 20,000 kg HSRV
model. These design constraints allow the HSRV to be used to expand a fledgling base on
mars by allowing sections of the vehicle to separate and be repurposed.
All of the panel concepts displayed are paired with I beams, with the exception of
the unstiffened panels. The unstiffened panels are paired with circular beams. Due to this
difference a direct comparison between the unstiffened panel concept and the other panel
stiffening concepts must be approached with caution.
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Table 4-33 Al-2024, I beams, payload positioning component geometry

The values within Table 4-33 pertain to results generated by the payload positioning
model. Table 4-33 displays component mass efficiency values in terms of linear mass and
aerial mass for beam and panel components, respectively. These values are also displayed
within Figure 4-24 and Figure 4-25.

Figure 4-24 Payload Bay component aerial mass, Al-2024, payload positioning model

The panel stiffening concepts paired with I beams in Figure 4-24 display similar
behavior to their performance in Figure 4-21. Although the values within Figure 4-24 are
a lesser magnitude, the honeycomb sandwich panels are the most mass efficient stiffening
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concept. The grid-stiffened panel concepts perform similar to one another, with the
isogrid concept performing slightly lighter for the payload bay floor than its orthogrid
counterpart. Unlike Figure 4-21, the unstiffened panel concept performed slightly better
than either grid-stiffened concept. However, that concept features circular beams instead
of I beams. Because of this a direct comparison would not be valid. Changes in beam
concept easily effect the efficiency of the surrounding panel structure.

Figure 4-25 Payload Bay component linear mass, Al-2024, payload positioning model

The values in Figure 4-25 pertain to the linear masses of the beam structures
shown in Table 4-33. Unlike Figure 4-22 the payload door frame values display more
variety than the payload bay cruciform. Although the values displayed in Figure 4-25 are
all smaller than their counterparts in Figure 4-22, the payload door frame still experiences
the greatest mass penalty when honeycomb sandwich panels are employed, and
experiences the lightest door frame configuration when unstiffened panels are used with
circular beams. Both of those relations can be attributed to a coupled relation between the
payload bay doorframe and the surrounding panel structure. Additionally, the payload
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door frame experiences slightly better mass efficiency when using the orthogrid panel
stiffening concept instead of isogrid stiffened panels, similar to their behavior in Figure
4-22.

Figure 4-26 Payload section raw mass values, Al-2024, payload positioning model

The raw mass values for each component within the payload section are compiled
within Figure 4-26 for each panel stiffening concept. It should be noted that every
component mass value for every stiffening concept displayed in Figure 4-26 is smaller in
magnitude than each component’s counterpart displayed in Figure 4-23. This indicates
that the payload positioning model features load cases that are not the driving load cases
for the design of those components.
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Figure 4-27 Model mass comparison, payload section, Al-2024

The raw mass values for the total mass of each panel stiffening concept are
displayed in Figure 4-27. Each concept experienced a mass penalty of nearly double, or
more, when using the load cases within the 20,000 kg HSRV model. This is due to the
payload positioning model using the force of one Mars “g” (~3.711 𝑚⁄𝑠 2 ) for
gravitational acceleration while the 20,000 kg HSRV model features up to five earth
“g’s” (~9.807 𝑚⁄𝑠 2 )for gravitational acceleration within its list of load cases.

4.2.2

Stainless Steel Candidate, AISI 304
Findings from using the 20,000 kg HSRV model are shown in Table 4-34 and in

Table 4-35. Both tables present panel concepts exclusively paired with circular beams,
with the exception of the honeycomb sandwich panel concept, which is only paired with
I beams. Due to this difference in beam concepts, a direct comparison between the results
from the use of honeycomb sandwich panels and the other panel concepts must be
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approached with caution. This is because of the presence of coupled relations between
some of the beam structure and sections of the panel structure.
Table 4-34 AISI 304, circular beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-35 AISI 304, circular beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Table 4-35 expands upon the values shown within Table 4-34 by adding data for
structural beam components and internal panel structure. These components are evaluated
in terms of mass efficiency by the use of linear mass and aerial mass respectively. The
values within Table 4-35 are also displayed in Figure 4-28 for panel components and
Figure 4-29 for beam structures.
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Figure 4-28 Payload bay component aerial mass, AISI-304

The aerial mass values shown in Figure 4-28 indicate that among the panel
concepts that are paired with circular beams, the grid-stiffened panel concepts performed
well. For the aforementioned group, the hat-stiffened panel concept performed the best
for the payload bay floor, while isogrid concept performed the best for the payload
section skin. However, the honeycomb sandwich panel concept outperformed all of the
other concepts for both components even though the honeycomb sandwich panel concept
was paired with I beams instead of circular beams.
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Figure 4-29 Payload bay component linear mass, AISI-304

The values displayed within Figure 4-29 display a different trend that what was
discussed in section 4.1.1. Here the heavy unstiffened panel structural components
featured in Figure 4-29 produce beam structures that also outweigh their rival panel
stiffening concepts. Remarkably, the coupled relation between the honeycomb sandwich
panels and the supportive beam structure is present within Figure 4-29 to a greater extent
than originally shown in Figure 4-22. The I beam structures associated with the use of
honeycomb sandwich panels within the payload bay absolutely dwarf the circular beam
structures paired with the other panel stiffening concepts. The coupled relation between
the sandwich panel structures is likely exacerbated by the use of I beams instead of
circular beams due to the optimization of several load cases concurrently.
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Figure 4-30 Payload section raw mass values, AISI-304

The raw mass values of each component in the payload bay are collected for each
panel stiffening concept in Figure 4-30. Much like in section 4.2.1, the honeycomb
sandwich panel concept lead to the lightest payload section. This occurred despite of the
use of I beams instead of the circular beam concept paired with the other panel concepts.
Here the mass penalty for the use of unstiffened panels is substantial. The use of
unstiffened panels produced a payload section nearly twice as heavy as the second
heaviest concept, produced by hat-stiffened panels and circular beams.

The payload positioning model is used to imitate the conditions encountered when
the payload section is separated from the ascent section via the ATLS thruster system
located in the nose section. The payload positioning model only features the nose section
and the payload section, the geometry of the ascent section and descent section are
removed. The payload positioning model also features 20,000 kg of cargo mass
distributed as point masses on the payload bay floor in a manner identical to the 20,000
kg HSRV model. Unlike the results generated using stainless steel in section 4.2.2, the
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payload positioning model featured all panel stiffening concepts paired with I beams. The
exception to this is the unstiffened panel concept, which is paired with circular beams.

Table 4-36 AISI-304, I beams, payload positioning component geometry

The values shown in Table 4-36 are results created by use of the payload
positioning model and its two load cases. Beam structures are shown in terms of linear
mass, while panel structures are displayed in terms of aerial mass. These values are also
shown in Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32 for panel structures and beam structures,
respectively.
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Figure 4-31 Payload bay component aerial mass, AISI-304, payload positioning model

The panel stiffening concepts that are paired with I beams show similar behavior
to their counterparts in Figure 4-28, even though the two models encompass different
beam concept pairings. Despite the differences in beams between the two models, both
Figure 4-28 and Figure 4-31 indicate that honeycomb sandwich panels are more mass
efficient than either grid-stiffening concept. Similar to the aluminum results in Figure
4-24, the steel results in Figure 4-31 feature the unstiffened panel concept outperforming
some of the panel stiffening concepts. As discussed in section 4.2.1, this is due to a
dissimilar selection of beam concept being paired with the unstiffened panel concept
within the payload positioning model.
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Figure 4-32 Payload bay component linear mass, AISI-304, payload positioning model

The values displayed in Figure 4-32 are the linear masses of the beam structures
shown in Table 4-36. These values do not display the same trend shown within Figure
4-29. The values generated by the use of the payload positioning model do not indicate a
severe mass penalty to the beam structures when honeycomb sandwich panels are
implemented. Instead, there is only a slight mass penalty incurred for the payload
doorframe by their use. Additionally, the performance of the unstiffened panel concept
more closely follows the trend established in Figure 4-22, found in section 4.2.1, where
the surrounding panel structure significantly lowers the mass of the doorframe.
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Figure 4-33 Payload section raw mass values, AISI-304, payload positioning model

The raw mass values for each component within the payload bay are displayed for
all panel stiffening concepts in Figure 4-33. For each component displayed in Figure
4-33, the raw mass value is smaller than those displayed in Figure 4-30 when the 20,000
kg HSRV model is used. The only exception to this observation is the door frame when
using orthogrid stiffened panels with I beams. In that specific case the payload
positioning model created a heavier component than the 20,000 kg HSRV model. This is
only due to the orthogrid stiffened panels being paired with I beams in the payload
positioning model while the 20,000 kg HSRV model paired orthogrid-stiffened panels
with circular beams. These results indicate that the payload positioning model uses load
cases that are not the driving loads for the design of the components within the payload
section.
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Figure 4-34 Model mass Comparison, payload section, AISI-304

Figure 4-34 displays the total raw mass value for each panel stiffening concept
employed by both models. The unstiffened panel concept is paired with circular beams in
both models, the honeycomb sandwich panels are paired with I beams in both models,
and both grid-stiffened panel concepts are paired with circular beams in the 20,000 kg
HSRV model but are instead paired with I beams for the payload positioning model. The
hat-stiffened panel concept is paired with circular beams, but results were only created by
use of the 20,000 kg HSRV model due to time constraints for this study. All of the
concepts subjected to study by use of both models experienced a significant mass penalty
when using the load cases featured within the 20,000 kg HSRV model. This follows the
trend established with the aluminum results within Figure 4-27, where the 20,000 kg
HSRV model subjects the model geometry to significantly higher acceleration vectors
than either load case within the payload positioning model.
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4.2.3

Carbon Fiber Material Candidate, IM7-977-2
Results from the 20,000 kg HSRV model are presented in Table 4-37 and Table

4-38 for several panel stiffening and beam concepts. All panel stiffening concepts shown
are paired with I beams, except for the unstiffened panel concept, which is instead paired
with circular beams. Because of this dissimilarity between the unstiffened panel concept
pairing and the other panel stiffening concepts a direct comparison must be approached
with caution.
Table 4-37 IM7-977-2, I beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-38 IM7-977-2, I Beams, 20k HSRV Component Geometry

The values within Table 4-37 are further expanded upon in Table 4-38. Table
4-38 features aerial masses for each panel component and linear mass for each structural
beam component. Each set of components are featured within Figure 4-35 and Figure
4-36, respectively.
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Figure 4-35 Payload bay component aerial mass, IM7-977-2

Out of all the panel concepts shown within Figure 4-35 the honeycomb sandwich
panel concept performed the best for both components, regardless of differences in beam
concept pairings employed with unstiffened panels. Both grid-stiffening panel concepts
performed relatively close to one another, with the hat-stiffened panel concept
outweighing all of the panel concepts paired with I beams. Even though the unstiffened
panel concept was paired with circular beams the panel-based components proved to be
the least mass efficient of the concepts fielded in Figure 4-35.
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Figure 4-36 Payload bay component linear mass, IM7-977-2

The values shown in Figure 4-36 do share some of the same trends observed in section
4.2.1 and section 4.2.2. Here the coupled relations between unstiffened panels and
honeycomb sandwich panels and their respective beam concept pairings is somewhat
unique. The use of unstiffened panels for the payload bay skin does incur a mass penalty
in Figure 4-35 in a similar fashion to what was originally observed in Figure 4-21, with
the added effect of greatly reducing the mass of the beam structure composing the
payload bay door frame in Figure 4-36 as it did in Figure 4-22. Additionally, the use of
honeycomb sandwich panels produces the best aerial masses for each of the components
in Figure 4-35, this performance is similarly displayed earlier in Figure 4-21 and Figure
4-28 for both the use of aluminum and stainless steel. This performance also indicates a
coupled relation between the panel-based components and the supporting beam structures
by producing beam components that are more massive than most competing structures
shown in Figure 4-36. This trend is also observed in Figure 4-22 and Figure 4-29. The
only I beam structures that outweighed what was produced through the use of honeycomb
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sandwich panels was the beam structures produced by using hat-stiffened panels. This
particular result is unique to Figure 4-35.

Figure 4-37 Payload section raw mass values, IM7-977-2

The raw mass values for each component that is used in the payload section are
displayed in Figure 4-37 for each panel stiffening method employed. Much like in section
4.2.1 and section 4.2.2, the lightest payload configuration comes from the use of
honeycomb sandwich panels. The use of this panel stiffening concept produced a payload
section roughly half as heavy as the next lightest concept, produced by the use of isogrid
panels and I beams. Additionally, the use of unstiffened panels produced the heaviest
payload bay configuration, as was the case in the aforementioned sections 4.2.1 and
4.2.2.
The payload positioning model is used to determine if any of loading conditions
within the 20,000 kg HSRV model are not the driving load cases for a given component
within the payload section. Both load cases featured within the payload positioning
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model feature conditions exclusive to design criteria for the HSRV to expand a fledgling
base on the Martian surface. Both the 20,000 kg HSRV model and the payload
positioning model feature 20,000 kg of cargo represented by point masses distributed in a
manner identical between models. The payload positioning model pairs each panel
stiffening model with I beams, except for the unstiffened panel concept. The unstiffened
panel concept is instead paired with circular beams.

Table 4-39 IM7-977-2, I beams, payload positioning component geometry

Table 4-39 features the results from the payload positioning model being
employed for carbon fiber composite material. The beam structures are shown in terms of
linear mass and the panel structure is evaluated in terms of aerial mass. These values are
also depicted in Figure 4-39 and Figure 4-38, respectively.
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Figure 4-38 Payload Bay component aerial mass, IM7-977-2, payload positioning model

Between the panel stiffening concepts that are paired with I beams, honeycomb
sandwich panels were the most mass efficient, as shown in Figure 4-38. Similar to Figure
4-35, the isogrod-stiffened panels were more mass efficient for the exterior skin. That is
where the similarity ends. Unlike Figure 4-35, the unstiffened panel concept performs
competitively with the other concepts. However, it should be noted that the unstiffened
panel concept features a unique beam concept compared to the other concepts explored.
Although the use of circular beams assisted this performance, it should be mentioned that
when subjected to the load cases featured within the payload positioning model the
unstiffened panel concept is significantly lower in mass than when featured within the
20,000 kg HSRV model. This trend is displayed within section 4.2.1 and section 4.2.2 in
addition to this section. This indicates that the unstiffened panel concept is particularly
sensitive to one or more load cases featured within that model.
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Figure 4-39 Payload bay component linear mass, IM7-977-2, payload positioning model

The values within Figure 4-39 pertain to the beam structures found within the payload
section for the payload positioning model. This figure displays the coupled relation
between the unstiffened panel concept and the beam structure of the doorframe also
shown in section 4.2.1, section 4.2.2, and within Figure 4-36. Additionally, the
performance of the grid-stiffened panels follows a similar trend displayed in Figure 4-36,
where the orthogrid panel concept produced a lighter payload cruciform than the isogrid
concept, while the roles between the two are reversed for the payload bay doorframe.
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Figure 4-40 Payload section raw mass values, IM7-977-2, payload positioning model

The raw mass values for every component within the payload section is displayed
in Figure 4-40 for each panel stiffening concept. The mass value for each component
within Figure 4-40 is significantly smaller than its counterpart displayed in Figure 4-26.
This trend was first observed with the aluminum results discussed in section 4.2.1. This
indicates that the payload positioning model employs load cases that are not the driving
loads for the design of the components within the payload section.
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Figure 4-41 Model mass comparison, payload section, IM7-977-2

Figure 4-41 contains the total raw mass value for each panel stiffening concept
used by each model. Each concept employed by the 20,000 kg HSRV model experienced
a mass penalty of roughly double or more when compared to its counterpart used by the
payload positioning model. This trend was observed within section 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 with
the concepts employed with aluminum and composite materials, respectively. This trend
is attributed to the 20,000 kg HSRV model subjecting the vehicle geometry to
significantly higher acceleration vectors than what is employed by either load case in the
payload positioning model.

4.3
4.3.1

Ascent Section
Aluminum Alloy Candidate, Al-2024
The ascent section features a pair of pressure vessels that share a common

bulkhead. Both tanks serve as a large reservoir of propellent used to power the five main
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engines, located at the base of vehicle, during transit. This propellent can also be utilized
to power a variety of subsystems onboard the HSRV during transit. Excess propellent
can be delivered to logistical nodes in orbit of Earth, the moon, Mars, or the surface of
Mars. During the initial launch sequence to reach Earth’s orbit, these ascent tanks are
devoid of propellant to reduce the required mass of the vehicle’s structure. Instead, these
tanks are intended to be filled post launch in orbit. Unless explicitly specified otherwise,
the results presented for a model that features Earth Ascent with the two ascent tanks
devoid of propellant. Results shown within Table 4-40 pertain to a variety of stiffened
panel concepts paired with I beams. Values displayed in Table 4-41 pertain to
unstiffened panels paired with circular beams.
Table 4-40 Al-2024, I beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry
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Table 4-41 Al-2024, circular beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Values from Table 4-40 and Table 4-41 are merged within Table 4-42, and
component aerial masses for each component are displayed in Table 4-42.
Table 4-42 Al-2024, ascent section, component aerial mass

Results depicted as component aerial masses in Table 4-42 are displayed within
Figure 4-42. All stiffened panel concepts are paired with I beams, with the exception of
unstiffened panels. Results featuring unstiffened panels are paired with circular beams
instead.
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Figure 4-42 Ascent section, Al-2024, component aerial masses, 20k HSRV
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The values shown within Figure 4-42 seem to indicate that panel stiffening
concepts for the Ascent Tank Forward Dome, Ascent Tank Common Bulkhead Dome,
and Ascent Section Aft Tank Aft Dome are not particularly distinguishable from one
another in terms of mass. This is purely because areas of compound curvature subjected
to internal pressurization do not experience changes in panel stiffening concepts. As
such, each of these three components feature unstiffened panels as the sole stiffening
concept despite the selection of other panel stiffening concepts propagated through the
rest of the model.
The values within Figure 4-42 for the remaining Ascent Section components
indicate the Ascent Section Forward Skirt and Ascent Section Aft Skirt benefit the most
from grid stiffened concepts and honeycomb sandwich panels, with honeycomb
sandwich reducing the aerial mass of those components the most. The Ascent Section
Aft Tank Barrel also benefits the most from grid stiffened concepts. However, for this
component the greatest reduction in aerial mass comes from the use of orthogrid
stiffened panels.
An additional test case was conducted to compare the structural consequences of
launching the HSRV with the ascent section propellent tanks filled with LOX and
methane. The load cases used to create the FEM are identical to those used with the
20,000 kg Cargo HSRV model, but with the Earth Ascent load case featuring the
hydrostatic loads within the main ascent propellent tanks. Aerial mass values for the
components within the ascent section are displayed within Table 4-43. These values are
also displayed within Figure 4-43. For both cases, homogeneous panel concepts are used.
This means that areas of compound curvature subjected to internal pressurization are
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altered from the unstiffened panel concept to respective panel concept of interest. In both
of these cases the panel concept of interest is honeycomb sandwich.

Table 4-43 Al-2024, Ascent section, component aerial mass, full vs empty

The areal mass of the ascent section forward skirt is not displayed within Table
4-43 or Figure 4-43. This is due to the component not being within the direct load path
for the main ascent tanks during earth ascent conditions. The mass of the payload section
and nose section was not altered between the 20,000 kg Cargo HSRV model and the Full
Ascent HSRV model. Because of this, the mass of the for the ascent section forward skirt
is assumed to not be subject to change.
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Figure 4-43 Ascent section, Al-2024, honeycomb sandwich, component aerial masses,
alternate fill conditions

Figure 4-43 shows the most significant mass difference between the two models
occurs for the ascent tank common bulkhead dome. The ascent tank common bulkhead
dome, the ascent tank forward tank forward dome, and the ascent tank aft barrel section
each experienced a reduction in aerial mass when the model is subjected to hydrostatic
load during earth ascent conditions. The additional hydrostatic loads reinforced these
components against buckling and allowed these components to be optimized with much
thinner panels.
The ascent tank aft tank aft dome and ascent section act skirt both increased in
aerial mass with the introduction of hydrostatic loads when subjected to earth ascent
conditions. Both of these components directly support the hydrostatic loads, but it should
be noted that the ascent section aft skirt is not reinforced by these hydrostatic loads, and
the ascent tank aft tank dome is oriented in such a way that it is not reinforced by the
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hydrostatic loads it experiences. Because of this, both components were optimized with
much thicker panels.

Table 4-44 Al-2024, Ascent section, component aerial mass and raw mass, full vs empty

When the raw mass values are displayed in Table 4-44, it is apparent that the total
structural mass savings for experiencing earth ascent with the main ascent tanks devoid
of propellent is roughly 15%. Even when some of the individual components benefit
from being reinforced by the additional hydrostatic load, the additional mass required for
the ascent tank aft tank aft dome and the ascent section aft skirt dwarfs the total mass
savings of the other individual components.
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4.3.2

Stainless Steel Candidate, AISI 304
Values displayed in Table 4-45 correspond to a series of stiffened panel concepts

paired with circular beams. The values displayed within Table 4-46 pertain to honeycomb
sandwich panels paired with I Beams.
Table 4-45 AISI 304, circular beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-46 AISI 304, I beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Values from Table 4-45 and Table 4-46 are combined within Table 4-47. The
individual component aerial masses for each design stiffened panel concept are displayed
within Table 4-47.
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Table 4-47 AISI 304, ascent section, component aerial mass

Results depicted as component aerial masses in Table 4-47 are depicted in Figure
4-44. All displayed stiffened panel concepts are paired with circular beams, with the
exception of honeycomb sandwich panels. The results featuring honeycomb sandwich
panels are paired with I beams.
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Figure 4-44 Ascent section, AISI-304, component aerial masses, 20k HSRV
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The Ascent Tank Forward Dome, Ascent Tank Common Bulkhead Dome, and
Ascent Section Aft Tank Aft Dome are not subject to changes in panel stiffening
concepts, as described in section 4.3.1. Because each of the aforementioned components
only use the unstiffened panel concept, the aerial mass values for these components are
very close to one another within Figure 4-44.
The values for the remaining Ascent Section components displayed within Figure
4-44 indicate that both the Ascent Section Forward Skirt and Ascent Section Aft Skirt
benefit the most from the use of grid stiffened concepts and honeycomb sandwich panels.
Both components experienced the greatest mass reduction when honeycomb sandwich
panels were used. The Ascent Tank Aft Barrel component experienced similar results,
with the caveat that the orthogrid concept provided the greatest mass reduction instead of
the honeycomb sandwich panel concept. These results are in line with those discussed in
section 4.3.1 with Figure 4-42, which indicates these results are part of greater trend for
the components in this section.
4.3.3

Carbon Fiber Material Candidate, IM7-977-2
The results shown within Table 4-48 refer to several stiffened panel concepts

paired with I beams. The results displayed in Table 4-49 refer to unstiffened panels
paired with circular beams.
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Table 4-48 IM7-977-2, I beams, 20k HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-49 IM7-977-2, circular beams, 20k HSRV component geometry

Results from Table 4-48 and Table 4-49 are shown in Table 4-50 depicted as
aerial mass of each component.
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Table 4-50 IM7-977-2, ascent section, component aerial mass

Values displayed in Table 4-50 as component aerial mass are depicted in Figure
4-45 for each panel concept.
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Figure 4-45 Ascent section, IM7-977-2, component aerial masses, 20k HSRV
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As mentioned in section 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, the Ascent Section Forward Tank Forward
Dome, Ascent Tank Common Bulkhead Dome, and Ascent Tank Aft Tank Aft Dome are
not subjected to changes in panel concept. These three components consistently utilized
the unstiffened panel concept, resulting in a lack of variance among their mass values for
panel concept displayed within Figure 4-45.
Additionally, the remaining components continue the trend from section 4.3.1 and
4.3.2 where the remaining ascent section components benefit the most from employing
grid stiffened concepts or honeycomb sandwich panels. Both the Ascent Section Forward
Skirt and Ascent Section Aft Skirt experience the greatest mass reduction when using
honeycomb panels. While the Ascent Tank Aft Tank Barrel component experiences the
greatest mass reduction from the use of grid stiffened concepts, isogrid panels reduce the
mass of this component the most.
In an identical fashion to section 4.3.1, an identical test case was conducted to
compare the structural implications for launching the HSRV with the ascent section
propellent tanks being filled with methane and LOX. The load cases utilized to create the
FEM are identical to those used within the 20,000 kg Cargo HSRV model, but with the
Earth Ascent load case employing hydrostatic loads within the main ascent propellent
tanks to mimic the behavior of the propellant being present. Both the aerial mass and raw
mass values are displayed in Figure 4-43 for each component within the ascent section.
The aerial mass of the ascent section forward skirt is omitted from Figure 4-46 due to the
component not being in the direct load path for the main ascent tanks during earth ascent
conditions. The mass of the payload section and nose section was held constant between
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the 20,000 kg Cargo HSRV model and the Full Ascent HSRV model. Due to this, the
mass of the ascent section forward skirt is assumed to not be subject to change.

Figure 4-46 Ascent section, IM7-977-2, honeycomb sandwich,
component aerial masses, alternate fill conditions

Figure 4-46 displays the greatest mass difference between the two models occurs
for the ascent tank aft tank barrel component. Unlike the aluminum values displayed in
Figure 4-43, Figure 4-46 indicates that all of the composite components experience a
reduction in aerial mass when the model is not subjected to hydrostatic load during earth
ascent conditions.
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Table 4-51 IM7-977-2, Ascent section, component aerial mass and raw mass, full vs empty

When the raw mass values are presented in Table 4-51, the structural mass savings
for experiences earth ascent tanks bereft of propellent is roughly 20%. Each component
experienced a reduction in mass when not subjected the additional hydrostatic loads for
the additional propellent volume. Although the mass of the propellent is identical
between the aluminum case and the composite case, the mass of the vehicle structure
supported by the ascent stage in either model is different. The composite payload sections
and nose sections are each lighter than their metallic counterparts. Because of this, the
compressive forces on the composite ascent section are dwarfed by the magnitude of the
additional hydrostatic loads.
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4.4
4.4.1

Descent Section
Aluminum Alloy Candidate, Al-2024
The descent section features thrust structure to support the use of the five main

engines located at the base of the HSRV. The descent section also features a set of
spherical propellant tanks dedicated to these engines, and a set of four landing legs to be
utilized on the lunar or Martian surface. Because this section is located at the rear of the
vehicle, it must be capable of supporting the mass of all of the prior sections. This makes
the descent section very sensitive to variations in the mass of a prior section. Results
shown in Table 4-52 refer to a variety of stiffened panel concepts paired with I beams.
The exception to this is the unstiffened panels which are paired with circular beams.
Each concept is compared in terms of aerial mass. The values within Table 4-53 follow
the same distinction but applies it to individual components.
Table 4-52 Al-2024, I beams, 20K HSRV overall geometry

Table 4-53 compares a variety of component concepts with a variety of specific metrics.
The concepts that incorporate different panel concepts are compared in terms of aerial
mass, while the tank support structure efficiency and the landing legs are conveyed in
mass fractions, and the thrust structure is expressed in lbm/lbf as a ratio between
component mass and thrust forces.
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Table 4-53 Al-2024, I beams, 20K HSRV component geometry
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Figure 4-47 Descent section exterior aerial mass comparison, 20k HSRV

The values shown in Figure 4-47 pertain to the aerial masses of exterior panels of
the descent section. It displays the aerial mass both with the base closeout and without it.
This is due to the closeout being an optional circular panel at the base added for model
stability. It is unlikely that the final iteration of the HSRV will include this component in
its current form. Although a cursory examination of Figure 4-47 indicates that the
unstiffened concept is superior to several of the stiffened panel concepts, this is not a
correct assumption due to the unstiffened panels being paired with a different beam
concept in contrast to the other concepts.
When only accounting for the panel concepts featuring I beams, the honeycomb
sandwich panel concept features the lowest aerial mass values. Of the comparable
stiffened panel concepts, the grid stiffened options also performed relatively well; with a
slight advantage occurring for the orthogrid concept.
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Figure 4-48 Descent section, Al-2024, component aerial masses, 20k HSRV

The values shown within Figure 4-48 display the individual component aerial
masses for the exterior surfaces and the internal propellant tanks. The values for each
propellant tank are similar to each other due to the spherical pressure vessels being
exempt from changes in panel concept. All components featuring compound curvature
subject to internal pressurization exclusively feature the unstiffened panel concept unless
mentioned otherwise.
Similar to Figure 4-47, honeycomb sandwich panels experienced the lowest aerial
mass for each exterior panel component. The results for the grid-stiffened concepts were
less uniform. For the descent cylinder, the grid-stiffened concepts performed well
compared to the hat or I stiffened panels. The descent cone experienced both gridstiffened concepts being outperformed by the I-stiffened panel concept, and no clear
benefit between choosing the isogrid panels or the hat-stiffened panels. The base closeout
experienced similar results to the descent cylinder, but with different magnitudes of aerial
mass for each concept. Honeycomb sandwich panels experienced the lowest aerial mass
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among comparable concepts. Both grid stiffened panel concepts performed well, with the
edge given to orthogrid.

Figure 4-49 Descent section, beam structure mass fractions, 20k HSRV

Beam components within the descent section are displayed in terms of mass
fraction. The propellant support structure does not experience much disparity between
panel concepts. The beam concepts among the fuel supports are exclusively I beams for
all the different panel concepts, with the exception of the unstiffened panels which are
paired with circular beams. Because there is not much variety in the propellant tank
masses due to not being subject to changes in panel concepts, there is a lack of variety in
mass among the support structure also not being subject to changes in beam concepts.
The landing legs, although not in their final implementation, experiences much
more variety in mass efficiency due to the mass of the vehicle changing in response to
selection of panel concepts. Figure 4-49 indicates that among the panel concepts paired
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with I beams, the grid-stiffened panel concepts featured the lightest landing legs. When
the honeycomb sandwich panels are implemented the landing legs are sized heavier than
when implementing grid-stiffened panels, but lighter than when implementing hatstiffened panels or I-beams.

Figure 4-50 ADS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, 20k HSRV

The descent section features a thrust structure of beams to support the additional
forces associated with main five engines. While the honeycomb sandwich panel concept
is very efficient in terms of aerial mass, the corresponding thrust structure is heavier than
the corresponding thrust structure of either grid-stiffened panel concept. This is likely due
to coupling between the thrust structure and the surrounding panel structure that
comprises the external cylindrical section, the descent section cone, and the base
closeout.
The additional test cases described in section 4.3.1 to determine the implications
of launching the HSRV with its ascent tanks filled with propellant are continued in this
section. Because the ascent section is directly supported by the descent section, the
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descent section is more sensitive to changes in mass within the ascent section. The load
cases utilized to make the FEM are the same as those used to produce the 20,000 kg
Cargo HSRV model, but with the caveat that the Earth Ascent load case now features the
hydrostatic loads within the ascent section propellant sections. The descent section does
not feature any additional changes to the load cases used, and does not feature any
alterations to the geometry within the FEM. Because the mass of the ascent section is
subject to change, the internal stresses of the components within the descent section are
changed in response. For both of these cases the panel concept of interest is honeycomb
panels paired with circular beams.
Table 4-54 displays the panel-based components in terms of aerial mass, the
majority of the beam components are shown in terms of mass fractions, and the ADS
thrust structure in terms of thrust-mass ratios.
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Table 4-54 Al-2024, Descent section component mass efficiencies, full vs empty

The aerial masses of the panel-based components from Table 4-54 are shown in
Figure 4-51. The aerial masses of the descent section spherical propellant tanks are
omitted due to there being no changes in panel concepts or fill conditions between the
two models. The only changes in fill conditions between the two models pertain to the
ascent section main ascent propellant tanks.
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Figure 4-51 Descent section, Al-2024, honeycomb sandwich,
component aerial masses, alternate fill conditions

Figure 4-51 displays a much more dramatic disparity between the two fill
conditions than shown within Figure 4-43 in section 4.3.1. This heightened sensitivity to
changes in mass was expected due to the descent section supporting the ascent section.
Although the descent cylinder and descent cone both display a severe penalty to panel
mass when the main ascent propellant tanks are filled. Surprisingly, the increase in panel
mass for those two components resulted in a reduction in panel mass for the base closeout
component. This coupled relation between the descent cylinder, descent cone, and base
closeout likely is due all three components interfacing with the internal beam structure
supporting the descent section spherical propellant tanks and the ADS main engine thrust
forces. While the descent cylinder and descent cone require an increase in panel mass to
survive buckling while supporting additional ascent section mass, those components are
also capable of handling more load from the descent section beam structure. This results
in the base closeout experiencing a reduction in panel mass to eliminate redundant
structural mass.
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Figure 4-52 Descent section, Al-2024, circular beams, component mass fractions,
alternate fill conditions

The beam structures listed in Table 4-54 are also shown in Figure 4-52. Each of
the beam structures within the descent section experience an increase in structural mass
in response to the ascent section main ascent tanks being filled with propellant during
Earth Ascent. Both the fuel and oxidizer tank supports are connected to the ADS thrust
structure, which experienced an increase in structural mass to reinforce the surrounding
panel structure against buckling. Because of this, the tank support structure is increased
in turn. The landing legs experience an increase in mass, due to the ascent section
experiencing an increase in structural mass as a consequence of needing to support
additional hydrostatic loads during Earth Ascent. Although the propellant tank fluid
levels were not altered for any of the landing cases, the structural mass penalties of the
ascent section persist and must be supported during landing.
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Figure 4-53 ADS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, alternate fill conditions

The ADS thrust structures shown within Table 4-54 are also depicted in Figure
4-53. During Earth Ascent the HSRV is transported from the surface of Earth into the
Earth’s orbit via an unnamed heavy lift delivery system instead of under its own thrust.
This means that the ADS main engines are not in use during this load case. When the
ADS engines are not in use, the ADS thrust structure is capable of reinforcing the
surrounding panel structure. When the ascent section propellant tanks are filled the ADS
thrust structure experiences a penalty to structural mass. This is most likely due to the
surrounding panel structure of the descent section requiring reinforcement against
buckling under the increased weight of the ascent section.
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Table 4-55 Al-2024, Descent section, component mass efficiencies and raw mass, full vs empty

When the raw mass values are shown within Table 4-51, the structural mass
savings for the HSRV experiencing Earth Ascent with main ascent tanks deprived of
propellant is just shy of 44%. Even though the base closeout benefitted from the presence
of propellant within the main ascent tanks, nearly every other facet of the descent section
experienced a structural mass penalty. Although the ascent section experienced a mass
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savings of 15%, the descent section experienced a mass savings nearly triple that of the
ascent section despite being smaller in terms of fuselage length.

4.4.2

Stainless Steel Candidate, AISI 304

Results displayed in Table 4-56 cover a variety of stiffened panel concepts paired with
circular beams. Results for honeycomb sandwich panels paired with I beams are shown in
Table 4-56. Each concept is displayed in terms of aerial mass.
Table 4-56 AISI 304, circular beams, HSRV 20K overall geometry

Table 4-57 expands on the values shown in Table 4-56 by showing individual component
concept aerial masses, mass fractions, and mass-thrust ratios. This format is consistent
with Table 4-53 in section 4.4.1.
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Table 4-57 AISI 304, Circular beams, HSRV 20K component geometry
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Figure 4-54 Descent section exterior aerial mass comparison, 20k HSRV

The values displayed in Figure 4-54 are the aerial masses of the exterior panels
from the descent section for each panel stiffening concept. These aerial masses are shown
both with and without the base closeout panel component. As mentioned in section 4.4.1,
this is because it is unlikely that the final iteration of the HSRV will feature this
component in its current form. All values shown in Figure 4-54 pertain to panel stiffening
concepts paired with circular beams, with the exception of honeycomb sandwich panels
being paired with I-beams.
From Figure 4-54, the hat-stiffened panels performed best among the concepts
paired with circular beams. When only comparing the aerial masses including the base
closeout each stiffening panel concept outperformed unstiffened panels, with the
exception of isogrid panels by a slim margin.
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Figure 4-55 Descent section, AISI-304, component aerial masses,
20k HSRV

Figure 4-55 expands upon the information contained in Figure 4-54 by displaying
the aerial masses of each external panel component and the aerial masses of the internal
spherical propellant tanks. The aerial masses shown in Figure 4-54 indicate that the
inclusion of the base closeout component determines whether or not a given panel
stiffening concept is more mass efficient than unstiffened panels. When these values are
broken down into individual components, each stiffened panel concept is more efficient
than unstiffened panels for the descent cone and the base closeout. Furthermore, the
aerial masses of each stiffening concept for the base closeout soundly outperformed the
unstiffened panels concept. The descent cylinder is an exception to this trend; this
component experiences an additional mass penalty when employing grid-stiffened
concepts, but experiences a marked improvement when using hat stiffeners.
As mentioned in section 4.4.1, the spherical propellant tanks within the descent
section are not subject to changes in panel stiffening concept unless mentioned otherwise.
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Because these components retain the unstiffened panel concept while other components
within the descent section experience different panel stiffening concepts, their aerial
masses do not experience a tremendous amount of variation.

Figure 4-56 Descent section, beam structure mass fractions, 20k HSRV

The beam components contained in the descent section are shown in Figure 4-56
in terms of mass fraction. As mentioned in section 4.4.1, the propellant tank support
structure is not subject to changes in beam concept. For all of the panel stiffening
concepts the propellant tank support structure is held as a circular beam structure; with
the exception being that the honeycomb sandwich tank support structure features Ibeams. Because the tank support structure and the spherical propellant tanks do not
experience any concept variety, the mass fraction of the tank support structure mirrors
this lack of variety.
The landing legs in Figure 4-56 experience a similar trend to what is displayed in Figure
4-49. Both sets of results indicate that the grid-stiffened panel concepts feature the
lightest landing legs. Unlike Figure 4-49, the unstiffened panels are paired with the same
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beam concept as the majority of panel stiffened concepts in Figure 4-56. Among similarly
paired concepts, the unstiffened panel concept yielded the heaviest landing legs.

Figure 4-57 ADS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, 20k HSRV

The thrust structure in the descent section is composed of a large quantity of
beams to support the additional forces associated with the five main engines positioned
on the aft end of the HSRV. Of the concepts that are paired with circular beams in Figure
4-57, the unstiffened panel concept produced the heaviest ADS thrust structure. Both
grid-stiffened panel concepts produced the lightest ADS thrust structure; with a slight
edge being given to implementing orthogrid panels. Figure 4-50 established a coupled
relation between the weight of the ADS thrust structure and the weight of the panel
concepts. This coupled relation is also displayed in Figure 4-57. Even though the
honeycomb sandwich panels are the only steal concept paired with I-beams, the aerial
masses of the descent components in Figure 4-55 are all outperformed by the sandwich
panels and I-beams concept. However, the masses of the beam components for the
honeycomb sandwich concept are much heavier than the other steel panel stiffening
concepts by a noticeable margin on all fronts.
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4.4.3

Carbon Fiber Material Candidate, IM7-977-2
The results shown below in Table 4-58 pertain to a variety of stiffened panel

concepts paired with I beams. The exception to this rule is the unstiffened panel concepts,
which are instead paired with circular beams. The values shown within Table 4-58 for
each concept are displayed in terms of total aerial mass for the exterior panels that
comprise the descent section of the HSRV.
Table 4-58 IM7-977-2, I beams, HSRV 20k overall geometry

The individual components that comprise the descent section are shown in Table
4-59. Components that are made of panels are evaluated in terms of aerial mass, while the
landing legs and tank support structure are evaluated in terms of mass fractions, and ADS
thrust structure is expressed in terms of mass-thrust ratios for each panel stiffening
concept employed.
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Table 4-59 IM7-977-2, I beams, HSRV 20k component geometry
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Figure 4-58 Descent section exterior aerial mass comparison, 20k HSRV

The quantities displayed within Figure 4-58 refer to the aerial masses of the
exterior panels that make up the descent section. Figure 4-58 displays the aerial mass
with and without the base closeout component. This is because the base closeout is an
optional circular panel positioned at the base of the HSRV that was added for model
stability. It is unlikely that the final iteration of the HSRV will include the base closeout
in its current form, due to its current form not including holes for the five ADS engines to
protrude through. Additionally, the unstiffened panel values are not directly comparable
to the other stiffened panel concepts due to the unstiffened panels being employed with
circular beams while the other stiffening concepts are paired with I beams.
The values in Figure 4-58 for the panel stiffening concepts paired with I beams
follow a similar trend that displayed in Figure 4-47, where the grid-stiffened panel
concepts perform at heavier than the honeycomb sandwich concept, but lighter than the
hat-stiffened panel concept. Both the aluminum and composite results favor the orthogrid
panel concept of the two grid-stiffened panel concepts.
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Figure 4-59 Descent section, IM7-977-2, component aerial masses, 20k HSRV

The values from Figure 4-58 are displayed in greater detail in Figure 4-59, where
the aerial masses are shown for each external panel component and both types of
spherical propellant tank. As mentioned in both section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2, the spherical
propellant tanks are not subject to changes in panel stiffening concept. Unless explicitly
mentioned, the spherical propellant tanks remain as unstiffened panels. This is why their
aerial masses do not fluctuate by large margins in Figure 4-59.
Of the external panel components, each one favored honeycomb sandwich panels
as the most mass efficient. For the descent cylinder the grid-stiffened concepts
outperformed the hat-stiffened panel concept by more than 50%, with orthogrid as the
lightest grid-stiffened concept. For the descent cone and the base closeout, the hatstiffened concept performs similar to either grid-stiffened concept.
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Figure 4-60 Descent section, beam structure mass fractions, 20k HSRV

The mass fractions for the beam components within the descent section are
displayed in Figure 4-60. As mentioned in section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 the spherical propellant
tanks are not subjected to changes in panel stiffening concept, and the support structure is
exclusively composed of I beams, with the exception of the unstiffened panels being
paired with circular beams. This results in a lack in variety between the mass fractions for
the propellant tank supports.
The landing legs display a much larger variety in mass efficiency due the mass of
the vehicle changing as a consequence of changing panel stiffening concepts. Of the
panel concepts paired with I beams, Figure 4-60 indicates that the lightest set of landing
legs are produced by choosing grid-stiffened panel concepts; with orthogrid performing
slightly better than the isogrid panel concept. The honeycomb sandwich panels produce
landing legs that are heavier than the ones produced by the grid-stiffened panel concepts,
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but lighter than the landing legs produced by the hat-stiffened panel concept. These
results are similar to those displayed in Figure 4-49 in section 4.4.1.

Figure 4-61 ADS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, 20k HSRV

The thrust-mass ratio for the ADS thrust structure is displayed in Figure 4-61 for
each panel stiffening concept. The thrust structure employed within the descent section is
composed of a system of beams to support the additional forces of the five main engines.
The honeycomb sandwich panels produced the heaviest ADS thrust structure,
following the trend established in Figure 4-50 and Figure 4-57. This trend indicates a
coupled relation between the surrounding panel structure and the ADS thrust structure
where the honeycomb panel concept is very efficient in terms of aerial mass but requires
heavier beam structures to compensate.

Table 4-60 shows the mass efficiencies of the components that compose the descent
section of the HSRV. The panel components are shown in terms of aerial mass, the
majority of the beam components are shown in terms of mass fractions, and the ADS
thrust structure is shown in terms of thrust-mass ratios.
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Table 4-60 IM7-977-2, Descent section component mass efficiencies, full vs empty

This section is a continuation of the test cases covered in section 4.3.3 exploring the
structural consequences of launching the HSRV from the surface of the Earth into orbit
with the main ascent propellant tanks filled to capacity instead of devoid of propellant.
Due to the ascent section being directly supported by the descent section, the descent
section is more sensitive to alterations in mass within the ascent section. The load cases
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used to make the FEM are identical to the ones used within the 20,000 kg Cargo HSRV
model. The sole exception is that additional hydrostatic loads are present to mimic the
presence of propellant within the main ascent tanks within the ascent section. The descent
section is not subjected to changes in load cases or model geometry. Changes in mass
within the ascent section result in changes in the internal stresses of descent section
components in response. For both of these cases the panel concept of interest is
exclusively honeycomb panels paired with circular beams.

Figure 4-62 Descent section, IM7-977-2, honeycomb sandwich, component serial masses,
alternate fill conditions

Figure 4-62 continues the trend established in Figure 4-51, where much more dramatic
disparity between the two fill conditions than shown within the ascent section. In this
case, it is more noticeable than Figure 4-46 in section 4.3.3. Just like the trend established
in Figure 4-51, the descent cylinder and the descent cone both experienced a steep mass
penalty when the HSRV transports additional propellant into orbit. Additionally, once
again the base closeout experienced a small reduction in aerial mass when the additional
propellant is introduced. This is evidence of a coupled relation between the descent
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cylinder, the descent cone, and the base closeout. This relationship is most likely due to
all three components interfacing with the internal beam structure composing the ADS
thrust structure and the descent section propellant tank support structure.

Figure 4-63 Descent section, IM7-977-2, circular beams,
component mass fractions, alternate fill conditions

The beam components shown in Table 4-60 are displayed in Figure 4-63. Unlike the
phenomena depicted in Figure 4-52, the descent section propellant tank support structure
does not experience a large penalty in mass due to the presence of additional ascent
section mass. Additionally, the oxidizer supports experience a slight increase in structural
mass when the additional mass is introduced in the ascent section. The greatest structural
mass disparity between the components shown in Figure 4-63 occurs with the landing
legs. The difference in structural mass for the landing legs even dwarfs the disparity
between the landing legs shown in Figure 4-52.
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Figure 4-64 ADS Thrust structure, thrust-mass ratio comparison, alternate fill conditions

The ADS thrust structure listed in Table 4-60 are also depicted in Figure 4-64 where the
mass efficiencies of the structure can be compared using the thrust-mass ratios. The Earth
Ascent load case does not feature thrust forces for the ADS engines because the HSRV is
designed to reach Earth’s orbit via an unnamed heavy lift vehicle delivery system.
Although the ADS thrust structure is primarily designed to support the thrust forces of the
main engines, it is capable of reinforcing the surrounding panel structure when the ADS
engines are not engaged. Because of this, the ADS thrust structure experiences a
significant mass penalty with the addition of hydrostatic load within the main ascent
tanks to reinforce the surrounding panel structure against buckling.
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Table 4-61 IM7-977-2, Descent Section Component Mass Efficiencies and Raw Mass, Full vs Empty

When the raw mass values are depicted within Table 4-61, the structural mass savings
from reaching Earth’s orbit without additional propellant for the descent section are even
more dramatic than those discussed in section 4.4.1. Much like the trend observed in
section 4.4.1, the mass savings experienced by the descent section equated to roughly
triple what was experienced in the ascent section (~20.233%). This is particularly
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impressive due to the ascent section being smaller than the ascent section in terms of
fuselage length.
CHAPTER 5. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
One of the greatest benefits of this study is the ability to draw extensive
conclusions pertaining to the structural optimization of the Hercules Single-Stage
Reusable Vehicle (HSRV). Each section of the HSRV yields unique component
optimization results for each material, panel stiffening concept, and beam concept.
Additional trades conducted for quantifying mission constraints also yield insight into
the consequences of ascent abort functionality being supported, payload positioning
capabilities being featured, and the structural benefits associated with filling the
propellant tanks at logistic nodes in orbit.

5.1

Nose Section Conclusions
The nose section is the first portion of the HSRV. Of the panel stiffening concepts

used in conjunction with the aluminum alloy studied here, the HSRV model indicated
that the greatest reductions in total nose section mass occurred through the use of
honeycomb sandwich panels. Both of the results for isogrid-stiffened panels and
orthogrid-stiffened panels proved to be interchangeable with each other and produced
total nose section structural masses very close to those produced from the use of
honeycomb sandwich panels.
Similar results were observed from using several different panel stiffening
concepts when using AISI-304 stainless steel. The greatest mass reduction occurred from
the use of honeycomb sandwich panels, and the results for both grid-stiffened panels
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proved to be nearly interchangeable while serving as a “runner-up” to honeycomb
sandwich panels.
When using IM7-977-2, a carbon fiber composite, the honeycomb sandwich
panels once again produced the lightest nose section. The isogrid-stiffened panel concept
distinguished itself from the orthogrid-stiffened panels to secure its position as the
second lightest nose section structural concept.
When comparing the abort model and the 20,000 kg HSRV model, it became
apparent that the abort model served as the defining set of load cases for a select few
components within the nose section, regardless of the three materials used for this study.
The ATLS thrust structure and the nose section capsule adapter both experienced the
greatest mass allocation from the abort model. This is due to the abort model
distinguishing itself from the 20,000 kg HSRV model by subjecting the ATLS thrust
structure to forces representative of the ATLS thrusters firing to mimic conditions
encountered during ascent abort on Mars. The capsule adapter experienced higher mass
values through the abort model due to the capsule adapter supporting 5,000 kg
distributed as five individual point masses to represent the presence of a fully loaded
crew capsule. The capsule adapter does not support these masses in the 20,000 kg HSRV
model. Instead, that model features 20,000 kg distributed as point masses within the
payload section to represent the maximum amount of cargo mass the HSRV can
reasonably accommodate.
All other components within the nose section were sized the heaviest through the
20,000 kg HSRV model, due to it featuring the highest acceleration values between the
two models. The Earth ascent load case featured 5 Earth g’s worth of acceleration
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downward in the longitudinal direction, paired with 1.5 Earth g’s in both lateral cardinal
directions. By comparison, the abort model’s greatest acceleration values equated to ~2.3
Earth g’s in the downward longitudinal direction.

5.2

Payload Section Conclusions
The payload section was also evaluated through the use of several panel stiffening

concepts between three different material concepts. Out of the panel stiffening concepts
explored with the use of Al-2024, the honeycomb sandwich panel concept provided the
greatest reduction in total structural mass for the payload section. Both isogrid and
orthogrid panel stiffening concepts performed very close to one another in terms of total
payload section structural mass and are virtually tied for the title of second lightest
aluminum payload section. The other panel stiffening concepts, the Hat stiffened panels
and I stiffened panels, produced structures nearly twice as massive as those produced by
either grid-stiffening concept.
The concepts explored while using AISI-304, stainless steel, produced somewhat
similar results to those produced from aluminum. Namely, that both grid stiffening
concepts performed very close to one another in terms of mass efficiency. Additionally,
the honeycomb sandwich panels performed on par with the grid stiffening concepts, but
this was likely due to the pairing of the sandwich panels with I beams, rather than the
more efficient circular beams. Surprisingly, the hat-stiffened panels performed much
closer to the results generated by the use of the grid-stiffened panel concepts. Thus far,
the trend has been that hat-stiffened panels produced structures much heavier than those
produced by the use of grid-stiffened panels.
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The concepts explored in conjunction with IM7-977-2, carbon fiber, produced
similar results to those generated with stainless steel, although much lighter across the
board. Honeycomb sandwich panels produced the lightest composite structure for the
payload section, while the grid-stiffened panel concepts proved to be virtually
interchangeable with one another for the title of second-lightest composite payload
section.
The payload positioning model encompasses two load cases designed to mimic
the conditions encountered when the top section of the HSRV separates from the ascent
section and uses the ATLS thrusters to reposition the top section to a new location on the
Martian surface. Each of the three materials explored in this study, and several panel
stiffening concepts, were explored within the payload positioning model to determine if
the operational conditions featured within the model would require additional structural
reinforcement. For each of the materials and stiffening concepts explored through
application within the payload positioning models, the results were mostly undersized
when compared to other loadcases. Regardless of the material or panel stiffening
concept, the payload positioning model produced lighter payload section components
than the components produced within the 20,000 kg HSRV model. Furthermore, the total
structural payload mass for each stiffening concept was consistently lighter for the
concepts subjected to the payload positioning model. This indicates that the loadcases
explored within the payload positioning model were overshadowed by the conditions
included within the 20,000 kg HSRV model. Because of this, the defining model for the
design of each of the components within the payload section is the 20,000 kg HSRV
model.
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5.3

Ascent Section Conclusions
The ascent section was scrutinized in a similar way to the preceding sections of

the HSRV. The 20,000 kg HSRV model was used to analyze to the structural mass of the
ascent section when employing different materials, different panel stiffening concepts,
and different beam concepts. Although most of the components within the ascent section
are subject to changing panel stiffening concepts, the components featuring compound
curvature while being subjected to internal pressurization are immune to these changes.
Instead, these components retain geometry composed of unstiffened panels of whichever
material is currently being evaluated.
When aluminum is the material of choice, most components experienced the
greatest mass reduction when honeycomb sandwich panels were used. The exception to
this observation is the ascent tank aft tank barrel component, which was most mass
efficient when orthogrid-stiffened panels were employed, with isogrid-stiffened panels
producing the second lightest component candidate. The three domed bulkhead
components within the ascent section were not subject to changes in applied panel
concepts, ultimately resulting in a lack of variety in the structural mass of those
components.
The stainless-steel concepts explored in 4.3.2 mostly follow the trends determined
in 4.3.1, where aluminum is the material of interest. Namely, that the forward and aft
skirts of the ascent section experienced the greatest mass reduction when honeycomb
sandwich panels are used, while the aft tank barrel component benefitted the most from
the use of orthogrid-stiffened panels instead. As mentioned earlier, the tree domed
bulkhead components experienced little variety in component masses due to these
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components remaining as unstiffened panel components throughout all design
candidates.
The carbon fiber composite concepts discussed in 4.3.3 followed the same trends
displayed in 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, but with a minor distinction. Although the ascent section
forward skirt and aft skirt both benefit the most from the use of honeycomb sandwich
panels like the previous material sections, the ascent tank aft tank barrel component
benefitted the most from the use of isogrid-stiffened panels instead of orthogrid-stiffened
panels. Otherwise, the other components do not greatly deviate from the established
trends.
When considering alternate fill conditions for the main ascent tanks, the main area
of interest is the structural mass penalty associated with launching the HSRV into Earth’s
orbit while both ascent tanks are each 90% filled with their respective propellant. The
structural impact of this change would only impact the ascent section, and the supporting
section directly beneath it (the descent section). This concept comparison was carried out
through the use of the 20,000 kg HSRV model, but with the addition of propellant
hydrostatic loads to the main ascent tanks during earth ascent. The materials chosen were
aluminum and carbon composite, with both material concepts using honeycomb
sandwich panels paired with circular beams. Additionally, the panel stiffening concept
was applied in a homogenous fashion for the entire FEM for both “empty” and “full” fill
conditions. This means that surfaces featuring compound curvature and internal pressure
would be subject to the same panel stiffening concept as the rest of the surfaces within
the HSRV.
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Under these conditions, the aluminum honeycomb sandwich structures produced
interesting results. As expected, the additional propellant required two components
placed in the load path to increase in mass to accommodate the additional propellant. The
ascent tank aft tank aft dome component and the ascent section aft skirt both experienced
substantial mass growth under the “full” ascent tank fill condition. The aft tank ascent
barrel component experienced a very slight mass reduction of 0.52 kg⁄m2 when using
the “full” fill condition. This is most likely due to the additional internal hydrostatic
loads reinforcing the structure against buckling. The ascent tank forward tank forward
dome component is the foremost tank surface located in the ascent section and is not
placed in any additional load path other than its own inertia, internal hydrostatic load,
and internal pressure. Because of this, this component also receives reinforcement
against its own inertia by the presence of hydrostatic loads and experiences a slight mass
reduction from the additional propellant. When the structural masses of all components
are compared, the “empty” fill condition produced an ascent section roughly 15% lighter
than when the HSRV is designed to reach Earth’s orbit under the “full” ascent tank
conditions.
The carbon composite structure was placed under identical conditions but yielded
slightly different results from those observed in 4.3.1. The composite components each
experienced a mass penalty with the presence of the additional propellant. The only
exception is the ascent tank forward tank forward dome component, which experienced a
0.36 kg⁄m2 decrease in aerial mass instead. Although the mass increases for the ascent
tank aft dome and ascent section aft skirt were both expected due to both components
being placed in the direct load path of the additional propellant, the mass increase for the
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ascent tank aft tank barrel component is an interesting deviation from the results
encountered when using aluminum as the material of interest. The substantial mass
increase for this component indicates that when carbon composite honeycomb sandwich
panels are employed, the defining conditions for this component are not necessarily
buckling due to the mass of the HSRV sections it supports, but instead the internal
hydrostatic loads. When the structural mass of each component is compared and
tabulated, the “empty” fill condition produced a composite structure roughly 20% lighter
than when the HSRV is designed to reach earth’s orbit while the main ascent sections are
filled with propellant.

5.4

Descent Section Conclusions
The descent section is the final section of the HSRV explored in this study. The

effects of using several different materials, panel stiffening methods, and beams are
explored using the 20,000 kg HSRV model in a fashion consistent with the previous
sections of the HSRV explored within this study. Because the descent section must
support the structural and nonstructural masses of each of the aforementioned sections of
the HSRV, it is sensitive to changes in mass properties.
The results generated from the aluminum concepts indicated that the lightest
structural concept evaluated was the honeycomb sandwich panel concept. The orthogridstiffened panels produced the second lightest descent structure. The thrust structure
displays some indications of coupling between the beam elements composing it and the
surrounding panel structure. This is best shown by how the lightest panel concept,
honeycomb sandwich panels, produced a thrust structure that outweighed those
generated by the use of either grid-stiffening panel concept.
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The model comparison between two fill conditions of the ascent section tanks was
also carried out with the descent section. It is anticipated that the descent section would
experience greater mass sensitivity due to it supporting the ascent section, and the results
ultimately confirm this. The descent section was subjected to a structural mass growth of
roughly 43.6%. This is nearly triple the mass growth experienced by the ascent section
itself. Had there been any additional sections supporting the descent section for the
HSRV it is highly likely that the mass sensitivity for those sections would experience
further dramatic structural mass growth.
For the stainless-steel concepts, honeycomb sandwich panels continued to
produce the lightest structure, even when paired with I beams. Although the pairing of I
beams for that concept are typically less mass efficient than circular beams, the
honeycomb sandwich panel structure succeeded in undercutting the mass of the other
structural concepts that were paired with circular beams. For this set of concepts, the
second lightest descent section structure was produced by hat-stiffened panels.
The results produced by the carbon composite concepts further continue the trend
of honeycomb sandwich panels producing the lightest descent section structure.
Orthogrid-stiffened panels produced the second lightest concept. This follows the trend
established with the aluminum results.
The model comparison between the two fill conditions of the ascent tanks
followed the sensitivity trend established earlier in this study with aluminum concepts.
The carbon composite honeycomb sandwich panel structure experienced a mass growth
of roughly 64% for the descent section when the ascent section propellant tanks were full
during earth ascent. This amounts to triple the mass growth experienced by the ascent
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section when using identical material and panel stiffening concepts between the two
sections; much like the aluminum concepts.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
Broadly speaking, this study yielded useful results. Between the three materials
explored, carbon composites yielded the lightest vehicle structure for the HSRV for each
section and each stiffening concept explored. This indicates that investing in
development of composite manufacturing technologies could yield exceedingly light
structures. The aluminum concepts explored in this study consistently served to establish
the material as a moderate choice for the HSRV for each stiffening concept explored. As
expected, stainless steel structures were consistently heavier than those produced with
the other two material choices. Although this would indicate a higher cost in fuel for the
HSRV to escape a given gravity well, it does have some unique benefits not explored in
this study that could make it a reasonable option. Stainless steel has excellent thermal
properties that could potentially translate to a spacecraft requiring a thinner thermal
protection layer to survive atmospheric entry. Additionally, stainless-steel is an
established construction material capable of being produced, machined, and assembled at
a much lower cost than the other options.
Between the variety of panel stiffening concepts explored in this study,
honeycomb sandwich panels produced the lightest vehicle structures across three
separate material concepts. Both grid-stiffened panel concepts performed relatively close
to each other and produced structures that were typically heavier than the honeycomb
sandwich panel structures, but much lighter than most other options explored. This result
is encouraging for future spacecraft structures to use sandwich panels as a lightweight
alternative to grid-stiffened concepts that are currently expensive to produce. However,
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as technology advances in the field of additive manufacturing, the amount of waste
material produced from machining grid-stiffened panels could be eliminated and lower
production costs.
This study also determined that the Mars abort case and the payload positioning
cases were not as structurally demanding for their respective vehicle segments as the
conditions encompassed by the 20,000 kg HSRV model. The exceptions to this statement
are some components placed in the load path of the crew capsule and the ATLS thrust
structure. One of the most strenuous conditions within the 20,000 kg HSRV model is the
high accelerations encountered during Earth ascent. This study showed that launching
into Earth’s orbit with the ascent tanks filled with propellant incurs a steep mass penalty
on the vehicle’s structure. By launching with these tanks devoid of propellant and
refueling at an orbital logistic node, such as the lunar gateway, structural requirements
for a given spacecraft can be reduced. This reduction in structural requirements also
translates to lower fuel and operational costs for future missions encompassing similar
goals of space exploration.

6.1

Future Endeavors
Future efforts in optimization of the HSRV could involve piecemeal application

of both materials and panel stiffening concepts. This would allow further discovery of
coupled relations between components currently obscured by homogenous application of
stiffening concepts. Additional load conditions to mimic the thermal conditions
encountered during atmospheric entry would allow researchers to quantify the benefits
between a steel structure and a reduced need for TPS. Additional structural analysis will
be required for vibrations encountered during routine mission conditions. The vibrational
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analysis would likely incur instances of mass growth for each section of the HSRV to
varying degrees, regardless of material use or panel stiffening concepts employed.
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APPENDIX 1. MODEL COMPONENTS
A.1 Nose Section

Figure 7-1 Docking Cap "Chopped" Conic Section, Side View

Figure 7-2 Docking Cap "Chopped" Conic Section, Aerial View

𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟 ∙ √(𝑟 2 + ℎ2 )
𝑟 = 0.881779 𝑚
ℎ = 0.0837
ℎ = 0.0837
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Figure 7-3 Top Spherical Cap Section, Side View

Figure 7-4 Top Spherical Cap Section, Aerial View

Table 7-1 Top Spherical Cap Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Top Diameter:
Top Radius:
Bottom Diameter:
Bottom Radius:
Height of Segment:
Height with Cap:
Curve Radius:

1.76
0.88
4.5
2.25
1.17
1.25
2.572

𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟𝑐 ℎ
𝑟𝑐 = 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑒 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 = 2.572 𝑚
ℎ = 𝐻𝑖𝑒𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 1.17 𝑚
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𝐴 = 18.91 𝑚2

Figure 7-5 Top Conical Section, Side View

Figure 7-6 Top Conical Section, Aerial View

Table 7-2 Top Conical Section Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Top Diameter
4.496
Top Radius
2.248
Bottom Diameter
5.574
Bottom Radius
2.787
Height
1.08

𝐴 = 𝜋 ∙ [𝑅 + 𝑟] ∙ √[ℎ2 + (𝑅 − 𝑟)2 ]
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𝑅 = 𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝑟 = 𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
ℎ = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝐴 = 19.09 𝑚2

Figure 7-7 Nose Section, Cylindrical Exterior Skin Side Profile

Table 7-3 Nose Section Cylindrical Exterior Skin Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
1.8
Radius
2.787

𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟ℎ
ℎ = 𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝐴 = 31.520227 𝑚2
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Figure 7-8 Crew Tunnel, Side Profile

Table 7-4 Crew Tunnel Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
Diameter:

𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟ℎ
𝐴 = 2𝜋𝑟ℎ
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝐴 = 20.734511 𝑚2
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3.3
1

Figure 7-9 Capsule Adapter, Isometric View

Table 7-5 Capsule Adapter Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
Top Inner Radius
Top Outer Diameter:
Top Outer Radius:
Bottom Diameter:
Bottom Radius:

0.779
0.5
4.02
2.01
5.57
2.785

Bottom Diameter = Vehicle Diameter

𝐴 = 𝜋[𝑟𝑜2 − 𝑟𝑖2 ] + 𝜋[𝑅 + 𝑟𝑜 ] ∙ √[ℎ2 + [𝑅 − 𝑟𝑜 ]2 ]
𝑅 = 𝐵𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑜 = 𝑇𝑜𝑝 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
𝑟𝑖 = 𝑇𝑜𝑝 𝐼𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
ℎ = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝐴 = 28.45992 𝑚2
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Figure 7-10 ATLS Spherical Propellent Tanks, Isometric View
𝐴 = 4𝜋𝑟 2
𝑉=

4 3
𝜋𝑟
3

𝑟 =1𝑚
𝐴 = 12.566 𝑚2
𝑉 = 4.19 𝑚3

Table 7-6 Total Exterior Surface Area for Nose Section

Totals
Docking Cap
Spherical Section
Top Connical Section
Cylindrical Body
Bottom Connical Section
Total Surfae Area

A.2 Payload Bay
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2.45 m^2
18.91 m^2
19.09 m^2
226.59 m^2
31.44 m^2
298.49 m^2

Figure 7-11 Payload Bay Exterior Cylindrical Skin, Isometric View

Table 7-7 Payload Bay Exterior Cylindrical Skin, Base Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
4.01

Figure 7-12 Payload Bay Door
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Table 7-8 Payload Bay Door Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height (Sides):
3.81
Linear Width:
3.9415078
Curved (Top) Length:
4.3228488
Perimeter of Door
16.2656976
Beams:
Extra sig-figs from Patran measuring
tool

A.3 Ascent Section

Figure 7-13 Ascent Section Forward Skirt, Side Profile

Table 7-9 Ascent Section Forward Skirt, Base Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
1.961
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Figure 7-14Ascent Section Ascent Tank, Exterior Skin, Isometric View

Table 7-10 Ascent Section Ascent Tank Exterior Skin Base Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
2.898

Figure 7-15 Ascent Section Aft Skirt, Side Profile

Table 7-11 Ascent Section Aft Skirt Base Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
1.971
Radius
2.787

A.4 Descent Section
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Figure 7-16 Descent Section Cylindrical Skirt

Table 7-12 Descent Section Cylindrical Skirt Base Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Height:
1.25

A.5 Entire Cylindrical Fuselage

Figure 7-17 Assembled Cylindrical Fuselage
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Table 7-13 Assembled Cylindrical Fuselage Base Dimensions
Base Dimensions (m)
Diameter: 5.574
Radius: 2.787
Height: 13.892
Surface Area of Perfect Cylinder
A=π*d*h
(m^2) Area: 243.27
Surface Area of Payload Door
Height: 3.8095
25% Factor: 0.25
(m^2) Area: 16.68
Note: Fuel tank "wrinkles"
assumed negligible

A.5 Tank Volumes

Figure 7-18 Forward Ascent Tank, Side Profile

Figure 7-19 Forward Ascent Tank, Forward Bulkhead, Side Profile
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Figure 7-20 Forward Ascent Tank, Forward Bulkhead, Aerial View
The volume of the forward bulkhead can be described as half of the volume of an oblate
spheroid:
𝑉 4 2𝑐
= 𝜋𝑎
2 3
2

Figure 7-21 Diagram of Oblate Spheroid
𝑐 = ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡
𝑎 = 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠
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Table 7-14 Forward Ascent Tank, Forward Bulkhead, Base Dimensions

Figure 7-22 Ascent Tank, Common Bulkhead, Side Profile

Figure 7-23 Ascent Tank, Common Bulkhead, Aerial Profile

Table 7-15 Forward Ascent Tank, Common Bulkhead, Base Dimensions
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Figure 7-24 Ascent Tank, Barrel Section, Side Profile
Table 7-16 Ascent Tank, Barrel Section, Base Dimensions

Figure 7-25 Ascent Tank, Common Bulkhead Shared Volume
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Figure 7-26 Ascent Tank, Aft Dome, Side Profile

Figure 7-27 Ascent Tank, Aft Dome, Aerial View
Table 7-17 Ascent Tank, Aft Dome, Base Dimensions
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Figure 7-28 ATLS/ADS Spherical Tanks, Isometric View
Table 7-18 ATLS/ADS Spherical Tanks, Base Dimensions
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Table 7-19 Total Tank Volumes

B1 Material Properties
Table 7-20 Metallic Material Properties
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